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ICEX SPAIN TRADE AND INVESTMENT

ICEX Spain Trade and Investment, in collaboration with DIBOOS, The Spanish Association of Animation
Producers, is proud to present the new edition of its Guide to ANIMATION FROM SPAIN for 2021, the
perfect way to discover Spanish content and companies
at a glance.
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Here you will find all the information you need to get
in touch with any Spanish company. Whether you’re
interested in producers, studios or distributors with a
presence at major international animation festivals, trade fairs and showcase events, you’ll find what you’re
looking for here.

DIBOOS

The Spanish Federation of Animation Producers and Visual Eff ects Associations is the umbrella body
of the sector’s principal associations. DIBOOS works toge-ther with ANIMATION FROM SPAIN and is

www.icex.es
devoted to promoting the Spanish
animation industry.
DIBOOS
www.animationfromspain.com
It’s main aims are to:
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• Increase the number of companies exporting on a regular basis.
• Diversify the export markets for Spanish products and services.
• Increase the number of export sectors and their share in the overall Spanish economy.
• Promote Spanish investment abroad.

of the “Animation from Spain” Trademark.

However, if you do not need just animation but VFX, we
also deliver it. TV series like “Game of thrones” and “the
Mandalorian” have already trusted in our VFX companies.
Spain is also a land of technology for animation and
VFX. The well-known Arnold Render engine and Real

www.icex.es
Flow software come from our land.
www.animationfromspain.com

Silvia Barraclough
Head of Videogames and Animation
silvia.barraclough@icex.es
+34 913 491 871
Paseo de la Castellana, 278
28046 Madrid. Spain
ticscontenidos@icex.es
+34 913 491 871

These are just some examples of the large ecosystem
of companies, services and schools oriented to make
your animated dreams come alive.
GOBIERNO
DE ESPAÑA
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Nico Matji
President
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Peterson and Findus
b-Water

Animacars
Birdland

Cleo
La Casa Animada

Bodytown
Anima Kitchent

Interstellar Ella
3 Doubles

Emmy y Gooroo
Tomavision

UNIQUE TAX
INCENTIVES
& ADVANTAGES
FOR ANIMATION
COMPANIES!
4%

Corporation Tax
Canary Islands
Special Zone

50%-45%

Deduction for investment
in Spanish productions
or co-productions

Soft landing
Tailored training packages
European quota programming
Creative talent
Work-life balance

50%-45%

Direct deduction for
international productions

0%

Regional VAT

Competitive costs

www.canaryislandsfilm.com
Lanzarote · Fuerteventura · Gran Canaria
Tenerife · La Gomera · La Palma · El Hierro

Cleo
La Casa Animada

SPANISH ANIMATION
IN FIGURES

NUMBER OF COMPANIES, PRODUCERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
EMPLOYMENT

250
DIRECT
INDIRECT

NEW PRODUCTIONS PER YEAR

8,540
21,000

NEW SERIES

14

SHORT FILMS

30

FILMS
IN 4 YEARS

+50

PRODUCTION ANIMATION SHORT FILMS

IN 4 YEARS

+300

PRODUCTION ANIMATED TV SERIES

IN 4 YEARS

+90

Momonsters
3 Doubles

90%

NUMBER OF INTERNATIONAL CO-PRODUCTIONS

70%

MAIN CO-PRODUCER / TV CHANNEL

TVE / TV3

MAIN CO-PRODUCER / REGION

EU / SPANISH SPEAKING

TURNOVER

YEAR

PRODUCTION EXPORTED
CO-PRODUCTION TREATIES

Check the brand
new series produced
in the Canary Islands!
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PRODUCTION ANIMATION FEATURES FILMS

NUMBER OF CO-PRODUCTIONS

Treasure Trekkers
b-Water

818 M/ €
90%

COUNTRIES

+30

Bodytown
Anima Kitchent

Animacars
Birdland

Chimp Pop!
Tomavision
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TAX INCENTIVES
PRODUCTION OF
FILMS & AUDIOVISUAL
SERIES IN SPAIN

SPANISH PRODUCTIONS
OR CO-PRODUCTIONS
Investment in Spanish film and audio-visual productions entitles the producer to tax deduction of 30%
on the first million euros of the tax base, and 25% on the sum exceeding said amount, with a maximum
of €10 million euros per production. The tax base to which the deduction is applied is the total cost of
production plus the cost of copies, advertising and promotional expenses incurred by the producer (with
a limit of 40% of the production costs). The law establishes a territorial requirement and 50% of the tax
base must consist of costs incurred in Spain. The total amount of all tax incentives received may not
exceed 50% of the production cost. The production must obtain a certificate of Spanish nationality and
a cultural certificate.
Regional enhancements:
CANARY ISLANDS
Tax credit of 54% on the first million € of the production cost and 45% for the rest. Production or coproduction companies and investor must be tax resident in the Canary Islands. Maximum deduction will
be 10 million €. Canarian Certificate of Audiovisual Production is required.
NAVARRE
Tax deduction of 40%, with a maximum of €5 million euros per production. At least 40 % of the deduction
base must correspond to expenses incurred in Navarre territory.
BASQUE COUNTRY
Tax deduction of 30% in each of the region’s three provinces (Bizkaia, Álava, Guipúzcoa), Guipúzcoa:
Tax deduction of 40% for productions in Basque language. The total amount of all tax incentives received
may not exceed 50% of the production cost, except in cases of European Co-production in which it is
limited to 60% of the production cost.

SPAIN / TAX CREDIT 		
FIRST MILLON (€)

25%
30%

REGIONAL ENHANCEMENTS
CANARY ISLANDS
FIRST MILLON (€)
NAVARRE
BASQUE COUNTRY

45%
54%
40%
30%

Article 36.1 of Law 27/2014, of 27 November, on Corporation Tax (BOE 11/28/2014, updated 06/28/2017)
Article 36.2 of Law 27/2014, of 27 November, on Corporation Tax (BOE 11/28/2014, updated 06/28/2017)
Article 35 of Law 27/2014, of 27 November, on Corporation Tax (BOE 11/28/2014, updated 06/28/2017)
Statutory Law 24/1996 of 30 December, on Corporation Tax
Royal Decree-Law 15/2014 of 19 December
Statutory Law 24/1996 of 30 December, on Corporation Tax
Decree 88/2019, of 22 May, that modifies Decree 18/2009, of 10 February, which creates the Canary
Islands Registry of Audiovisual Companies and Works and governs the procedure to obtain the
Canarian Audiovisual Work Certificate regarding feature films, short films, fiction series, animation and
documentaries produced in the Canary Islands.
Royal Decree-law 15/2014 of 19 December, that amends the Canary Islands Economic and Tax Regime.
Law 8/2018, of 5 November, amending Law 19/1994, of 6 July, that amends the Canary Islands Economic
and Tax Regime.
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INCENTIVES FOR FILMING
FOREIGN PRODUCTIONS

INCENTIVES FOR R&D AND
TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION ACTIVITIES

The executive producer (registered in the ICAA’s Register of Film and Audiovisual companies) of a
foreign film or audiovisual production is entitled to tax relief of 30% on the first million euros, and 25% on
the sum exceeding said amount, of the production’s costs incurred in Spain provided these are at least
1 million euros. The expenses that qualify for this tax relief are the costs of employing creative personnel
with residence in the EEC (max 50,000€ / person) and those arising from the use of technical industries
and other suppliers. This tax relief may not exceed 3 million euros per production and the total amount of
all incentives may not exceed 50% of the production cost.

25% on: expenditure on research and development and investment in fi xed assets, excluding land &
buildings; depreciation; collaboration (including work outsourced to other EU states); expenses incurred
in Spain in relation to the activity.
- 42% if the sum exceeds the average for the previous year, plus 17% personnel expenses + 17%
averagesurplus expenses + 8% equipment purchases.
- 40% in Navarre.
- 45% in the Canary Islands.

Regional enhancements:

TAX DEDUCTION FOR TECH INNOVATION ACTIVITIES

CANARY ISLANDS
45% Tax Rebate with minimum expenditure 200,000€ in the Canary Islands. Maximum deduction will be
10 million €. Local production or service production company must be tax resident in the Canary Islands.
NAVARRE
Tax deduction of 40%. The production must have a minimum of one week of interior or exterior shooting
of Navarre.

12% on: expenses incurred in the tax period directly related to said activities (tech analysis, industrial
design, etc.); expenses incurred in execution; other expenses incurred in Spain and/or the EU; expenses
itemized by specifi c projects.
- 45% in Canary Islands.
- 15% in Navarre.
In both cases, tax relief shall not exceed 25% of the total tax liability, after deducting allowances.
The limit shall be 50% if expenses are less than 10% of the total tax liability after deducting the allowances.

SPAIN / TAX REBATE		

25%

REGIONAL ENHANCEMENTS
CANARY ISLANDS
NAVARRE

45%
40%

SPAIN / TAX DEDUCTION
R&D
CANARY ISLANDS
NAVARRE

25%
45%
40%

INNOVATION
CANARY ISLANDS
NAVARRE

12%
45%
15%
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ANIMATION
FROM SPAIN
COMPANIES
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ABANO PRODUCIÓNS
ADMIRABLE FILMS
ALTCONTENT ALTERNATIVAS DE CONTENIDOS
ANGEL GRÁFICO DISSENY I COMUNICACIO
ANIMA KITCHENT MEDIA
ANIMAZING
APEMAN STUDIO
APOLO FILMS
ARAIT MULTIMEDIA
BAMF PRODUCCIONES - ESTUDIO FENIX
BIG BANG BOX
BRB INTERNACIONAL
BRUTAL MEDIA
CAPITAN ARAÑA
DEVICERS
DIBULITOON STUDIO
DOCE ENTERTAINMENT
D’OCON FILMS
DR. PLATYPUS & MS. WOMBAT
EL GATOVERDE PRODUCCIONES
EL RECREO STUDIO
EL VIAJE IMPOSIBLE
FILMAX
GENIAL MEDIA
GOLDBEE ENTERTAINMENT STUDIOS
GUARDIAN DE DRAGONES / DRAGOIA MEDIA
IKIRU FILMS
IMC TOYS
IMIRA ENTERTAINMENT
INVICTUS DESIGNS PRODUCTIONS
LA CASA ANIMADA
LA TRIBU ANIMATION
LIGHTBOX
LOTURA FILMS

22
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36
38
40
42
44
46
48
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52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
80
82
84
86
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MAGO PRODUCTION
MB PRODUCCIONES
MONDO TV PRODUCCIONES CANARIAS
MONIGOTES ESTUDIO 2 0
MOST WANTED STUDIO
MOTION PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT
MR MIYAGI FILMS
MR. KLAUS STUDIO
PANGUR ANIMATION
PARAMOTION FILMS
PEKABOO
PIKKUKALA
PLANETA JUNIOR
ROKYN ANIMATION
RTVE
SGO
SKYDANCE ANIMATION MADRID
SUMMUS RENDER
TANDEM FILMS
TEIDEES AUDIOVISUALS
THE THINKLAB
TOMAVISION
TOURMALET FILMS
TV ON PRODUCCIONES
UKPIK PRODUCTIONS
UNIKO
USER T38
VERJIM ANIMATION STUDIO
WE LOVE ANIMATION
WIDEFRAMESTUDIO
WINDLANDERS STUDIO
WISE BLUE STUDIOS
WKND
ZINKIA
ZIP ZAP
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THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
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DISTRIBUTION
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3 DOUBLES PRODUCCIONES
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132
134
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138
140
142
144
146
148
150
152
154
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3 DOUBLES PRODUCCIONES
CONTACT
www.3doubles.com
Dario Sánchez
dario.sanchez@3doubles.com
+34 922 899 724

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MR. LONELY

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

90’
All public
Development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, presales, distribution.

Leo is a top influencer whose addiction to likes leads him to
share his life with a shameless pig.

Calle Heliodoro Rodríguez López 18, Bajo
38005, Santa Cruz de Tenerife. SPAIN
info@3doubles.com
+34 922 899 724

3 Doubles Producciones is a 3D animation and VFX studio located in Tenerife (Spain). Our great
advantage is our pipeline and artists, who have worked in 3D animation and VFX films such as “Planet
51”, “Tad the explorer”, “Wonder Park”, “Deep”, “007 Spectre”, etc.
We focus on the animation and VFX of international, high-quality animated feature films and TV series
such as Inspector Sun, The Ogglies, Momonsters, Interstellar Ella, Daily Fables, etc. and also cooperate
as producer, co-producer and service provider with other leading animation companies worldwide.

22

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 22’
+16
Development
Presales - alterego.media

LOOKING FOR: Investment, financial companies.

PORTFOLIO
The Choosen One (2022)
Momonsters (2019 & 2021)
Nominated to Quirino Awards 2020

KUKUXUMUSU

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIFA
AFM
CARTOON FORUM
3DWIRE
MUNDOS DIGITALES
MIPCOM

Based on the characters from the popular Kukuxumusu brand,
the series is based on stories that rewrite clichés and folk tales,
gags based on popular culture, absurd situations, as well as
hooligan and acid humor.
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ABANO PRODUCIÓNS
CONTACT
www.abano.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

VALENTINA

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Chelo Loureiro
Owner/Partner
chelo@abano.es
+34 698 129 557

PRESALES

65’
Preschool, familiar
In production
Abano Producións, Antaruxa, El Gatoverde
Producciones
TV Spain (TVE)

Ana Fernández
ana@abano.es

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Penagrande, 2
15590, Ferrol. A Coruña. SPAIN
info@abano.es
+34 981 330 677

Valentina is tired of being Down, convinced that this is the
reason why she can never reach her dream: to be a trapeze
artist. She wants to be like the other children, but a magical
journey in search of his grandmother will reveal that being
different also makes us special.

Abano Producións is a company dedicated to the audiovisual production since 2006.
The record of the company is supported by the professional path of the management team, with wide
experience in the cultural industries and very concretely in the production of animation projects. Our
experience ranges from feature films to shorts, documentaries and TV series in all techniques: 2D, 3D,
S3DM, stop motion… With a substantial number of international awards.
The editorial line of this professional is primarily films which include some animation and fantastical
elements, and which are aimed at a wide range of audiences from children to adults.

PORTFOLIO
Carne (2019)
Homomaquia (2019)
The Neverending wall (2017)
Decorado (2016)
Migas de pan (2016)
Torre de Breoghán (2015)
Yo decido - El tren de la libertad (2014)
La tropa de trapo en la selva del Arcoiris (2014)
O Xigante (2012)
La Tropa de Trapo en el país donde siempre brilla el Sol (2010)
El soldadito de plomo (2008)
La crisis carnívora (2008)
La flor más grande del mundo (2007)
De profundis (2006)
Sueños desde el abismo (2006)
24

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
CARTOON MOVIE
MIFA
VENTANA SUR
CARTOON FORUM
BERLIN

SULTANA’S DREAM
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

70’
All public
In production
Abano Producións, Sultana Films, Uniko
Estudios Creativos, Stemo Production, El
Gatoverde Producciones, Sparkle Animation,
Vamos Studio

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, TV, pre-sales.

In 1905 the writer Rokeya Hossein –Bengala- dreams with
Ladyland, utopian country directed by women that provokes
reflection on the values and behaviours inherited through
tradition.
A hundred and ten years later Inés, a Spanish filmmaker,
decides to realize a film of the same tale. In the experience
of production visits the contemporary Indian, country divided
between the wish of progress and the defense of the traditions
and she will resolve many of her personal conflicts as artist and
woman, reconciling with her past.
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ADMIRABLE FILMS
CONTACT
www.admirablefilms.com
Paloma Mora
CEO /Producer
palomamora@gmail.com
+34 961 361 630

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

SEX SYMBOLS

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 7’ 2D
9 - 13 years
Shooting 2021 - Pilot completed
Admirable films (Spain) and Walking the
Dog (Belgium)

LOOKING FOR: Coproduction, presales, broadcasters, financial
companies

Calle Marqués de Zenete 24, bajo derecha
46007, Valencia. SPAIN
palomamora@gmail.com
+34 961 361 630

Here it is the TV animation series on sexual and affective
education for preteens, with lots of comedy. It is meant to clarify
youngsters’ doubts and answer their questions on the subject.
The TV series intends to educate them about the human body
in relation to their sexuality and emotions from a more natural
approach, so they can feel informed and at ease about their
sexual and emotional development.

ADMIRABLE FILMS is an audiovisual production company located in Valencia (Spain). It was founded in
2016, with the producer Paloma Mora as the CEO/Producer, in collaboration with TV ON Producciones
and a professional team highly experienced in the audiovisual production field.
We develop and produce our own animated, fiction and documentary projects, and we offer production
services to benefit from the tax rebate from shooting and producing in Spain.

FIND US AT:
EFM
MARCHÉ DU FILM
MIFA
MIPCOM
KIDSCREEN
WEIRD MARKET
QUIRINO
SAN SEBASTIÁN
MÁLAGA

26

CRITICAL LINE (TRAZO CRÍTICO)
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

26 x 5’ 2D
All audience
Shooting 2022 - Pilot completed (Pollution)

LOOKING FOR: Coproduction, presales, broadcasters, financial
companies

A shipwrecked, a desert island, the ocean and thousands of
cartoons to laugh about the modern world.
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ALCONTENT
CONTACT
www.altcontent.net
www.branscomeinternational.com
Catherine Branscome
Project Development Manager
sales@branscomeinternational.com
(+1) 917 349 2329

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ACTION

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 11’
7 - 11 years
Pre-production
AltContent, Uniko, Branscome International

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, co-developers, distribution

Antoine, Audrey and Alfred are three 10 year olds who were living a typical kid’s life until the day they decided
to start making their own short movies. Will they be the first “movie crew” to ever get a million hits from their
internet videos?

Cervantes, 3 - 5º A
28014, Madrid. SPAIN
altcontent@altcontent.net
+34 913 692 396

Our heroes will embark on the adventure of their lives, trying to film everything they can possibly imagine to upload
to their own channel. What kinds of stories are best? - zombie attacks, alien invasions or modern day westerns?
- or romantic (yuk!) comedies?

Our aim is to create content that appeals within all multimedia contexts. Our activities are based on
talent, research and innovation. We find and produce ideas and participate in new projects that we find
interesting. We are interested in all sorts of formats: shorts, publishing, training activities, videos, etc.

Their classmates help out by playing different character roles. Their cool cinema teacher turns them on to the
language of moving images, and to techniques and tips by using famous movie scenes as inspiration. “All quiet
on the set, now it’s time for - ACTION!
https://www.seriesaction.com/en

We facilitate meetings and synergies. Content alternatives.

PORTFOLIO
Homeless Home
Animated short film 2020
Nominated for Goya Awards 2021
Pre-selected for the Oscar Academy Awards 2021
Soy una tumba (Mum’s the Word)
Animated short film 2018
Nominated for Goya Awards 2019
In distribution
Contacto (Contact)
Animated short film 2018
In distribution
Decorado
Animated short film 2016
In distribution
Goya Award 2017
Pre-selected for the Oscar Academy Awards
Viaje a pies (Travel by feet)
Animated short film 2015
In distribution
Pre-selected Goya Award 2016
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FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
CARTOON FORUM
MIFA ANNECY
3D WIRE
MIP CANCUN
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ANGEL GRÁFICO
CONTACT
www.angelgrafico.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

YOU FOOD-YUMMY ADVENTURES

ANIMATION SERVICES
NEW MEDIA & MOBILE

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Ángel Martínez Soriano
Director
angel@angelgrafico.com
+34 961 518 270
Calle San Roque 2 - Bajo
46970, Alaquàs. Valencia. SPAIN.
info@angelgrafico.com
+34 961 518 270

26 x 6’30’’
6 - 10 years
Pilot in production
With the support of the IVAC
(Valencian Institute of Culture)

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies, distribution

A chef travels around the world with his daughter in a “Food
Truck” van.
Taking advantage of the nomadic character and adventurer of this family, a producer proposes a program on the
particular cuisine of each corner of the world as long as it’s healthy. The chef cook various recipes in streaming
with great success and repercussion global. Therefore, a giant of the fast food industry sees them as a dangerous
competition and will try to sabotage, once and again, the program to safeguard his interests.

Ángel Gráfico is a design and communication studio, specialised in consultancy, coordination and the
development of all kinds of graphic projects: Animation, naming, logos, application of corporate identity
projects, billboards, catalogues, magazines, signs and all kinds of advertising mediums.

SPACE NENA
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

52 x 2’
3 - 6 years
Completed
Ángelgrafico, Á Punt Media (Valencian
Television), with the support of the IVAC
(Valencian Institute of Culture)

LOOKING FOR: Distribution

HELLO! Space Nena is an educational, animated, musical mini-series, in which children learn in a fun way through
the rhythm of music fundamental knowledges, such as: ecological values and respect for the environment,
coexistence and social relationships, the values of equality and solidarity and good eating and personal hygiene
habits. All through the adventures of the characters in a fantasy world, where the children have fun and develop their
imagination and creativity.
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ÁNIMA KITCHENT MEDIA
CONTACT
www.animakitchent.com
Ángel Molinero
CEO
angel.molinero@helloanima.com
+34 916 315 084

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LEA Y POP

ANIMATION SERVICES
CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
NEW MEDIA & MOBILE
THIRD-PARTY DISTRIBUTION
TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Miguel Aldasoro
International Sales & Co-productions Director
miguel.aldasoro@helloanima.com
+34 916 315 084
Paseo Imperial 10 2º B
28005 Madrid. SPAIN
info@helloanima.com
+34 916 315 084

ANIMATION

57 x 2’ 3D
4 - 5 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers

Lea and Pop thanks to the magic of music give life to their
toys: animal instruments and stuffed animals. Together they
live adventures and help each other by always using a magic
ingredient: songs. The Room and the immense Garden are the
stage where the siblings and their Musical Animals perform
the most popular nursery rhymes and children’s songs. Above
them, Heaven also becomes a playful space for magic and
fantasy that completes the musical universe of Lea and Pop.

Ánima is a leading animation studio based in Mexico City, Madrid, Canary Islands and Buenos Aires.
Specialized in 2D and CGI animation, it creates, produces and manages high quality entertainment
brands and develops original projects for kids and the whole family.

BRAVE BUNNIES
LENGTH
TARGET

PORTFOLIO
Its most recent projects include:
Space Chickens in Space
Cleo & Cuquin
PINY Institute of New York
TV shows, as well as:
Here Comes the Grump
Ana y Bruno
The Legend of Charro Negro
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57 x 2’ 2D
4 - 5 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers

FIND US AT:
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN
LICENSING SHOW
(LONDON AND LAS VEGAS)
CARTOON FORUM ANNECY

A family of Brave Bunnies decides to change their established
rhythm of bunny life at Carrot Valley and sets off for a big
Journey to explore the great big world.They are ready to do
things they have never done, meet someone they have never
thought existed, feel things they have never felt before.
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ANIMAZING
CONTACT
www.animazingentertainment.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ANIMUKIS

TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Jose Fuillerat Flor
CEO & Creative Director
info@animazingent.com

ANIMATION

78 x 5’
Preschool
In development

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, toy-masters and financial companies

“Big emotions start little” - The Animukis are cheerful and fun-loving animals that love to play games. A voiceover
narrator recounts their day to day and interacts with them while they learn about different emotions.

Paseo de la Castellana 18, 7ª Planta
28046 Madrid. SPAIN
info@animazingent.com
+34 917 942 705

Animazing is an IP-creation and pre-production studio based in Madrid. We are an independent
multidisciplinary team of artists and experts in visual strategy united by our mutual passion for creating
entertainment brands for children.
Creativity is our best tool to deal with any challenge and the key to innovate in a radically different way.
That’s why our team is committed to thinking differently and combining our different skills, perspectives
and expertise in every area to get the best results. Thanks to that we create and develop projects through
all their stages from concept to designs, scripts, 3D modelling and animatics.
Our focus is creating 360º and long-term successful projects. For that, our IPs are built on universal core
themes, conceived for an optimal international projection of our products, as well as designed to work as
transmedia and interactive contents.

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
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APEMAN STUDIO
CONTACT
www.apemanstudio.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TAO

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Juan Carlos Concha Riveros
Director
ape@apemanstudio.com
+34 636 363 054

90’
Family
Development
Claymaniak (USA)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcaster, financial companies, distributors

Tao, a war-refugee, is bound to defend his home from the most
feared foreign army. Meanwhile (in an exterior parallel world) a
scientist struggles to find his patientís cure. They unite to defeat
their common enemy.

Calle Gran Via de les Corts Catalanes 566 - 1º
08011, Barcelona. SPAIN
ape@apemanstudio.com
+34 636 363 054

Traditional Animation Studio in Barcelona. We work in development and production projects for FeatureFilms, short-films and TV series.
Experience in pre-production and production for European projects like:
Mia et Le Migou - Folimage
Líillusioniste - S. Chomet. Pathe, Django Films
Chico y Rita de Trueba - Mariscal. Estudio Mariscal
Four and a Half Friends - ZDF, Edebe, TV Catalunya BWATER Studios
Josep Le Film - Les Films D’Ici Mediterranee.
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LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

75’
Family
Development
Small Boss (Italy), Red Kite (UK)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcaster, financial companies, distributors

PORTFOLIO
A la Derive (ShortFilm)
Selected in more than 50 festivals Awards:
Nordic Film Days 2016 Germany:
Best Shor Film - CineStar Prize
VIEW Fest 2016 Italy:
Honorable Mention.
JOSEP - Le Film
Official Selection in Cannes 2020
Best International Animation Award - Guadalajara Int Film
Festival.
Best Film Audience Award and Jury Award - Merida Inedit Film
Festival
Best Director - SEMINCI - Valladolid

THE TREE OF EARS

FIND US AT:
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN
LICENSING SHOW
(LONDON AND LAS VEGAS)
CARTOON FORUM ANNECY

In a noisy planet were the people have not ears. Nobody can
hear, until a child with one ear is born: Simone, who is able
to understand a tree as rare as himself, the tree of ears. Their
friendship and music remind us of the miracle of knowing how
to listen.
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APOLO FILMS
CONTACT
www.apolofilms.es
Toni García
Production Director
com@apolofilms.es
+34 917 711 400

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

DOGTANIAN AND THE THREE MUSKEHOUNDS

CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
MERCHANDISING AGENT

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

90’
Family
Available

LOOKING FOR: Theatrical distribution / licensing & merchandising

Dogtanian is an impetuous and innocent town boy who goes to Paris to make his dream come true: join the
body of Muskehounds of his Majesty. Written by Doug Langdale (Kung Fu Panda, Puss in Boots), this is a
swashbuckling adventure full of friendship, honor, justice, action and, above all, a lot of comedy: One for all and
all for one!

Polígono Industrial
Mutilva Baja (Calle E) 11, 2º A
31192, Aranguren. Navarra. SPAIN.
production@apolofilms.es
+34 948 981 715

European studio dedicated to the production, distribution and marketing of animated feature films for
cinema based on well-known international characters. Led by a team of professionals with extensive
experience in the entertainment industry, it specializes in high-quality 3D productions and brand
management aimed at a global market.

FIND US AT:
BRAND LICENSING EUROPE
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
MIPCOM
MIP JUNIOR
MIP TV
NATPE
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ARAIT MULTIMEDIA
CONTACT
www.araitmultimedia.es
Joaquin Garcia Garrido
President
jgg@araitmultimedia.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ME & SNOWY

TV PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
DISTRIBUTION
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
MERCHANDISING AGENT

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Aitor Garcia Merino
CEO
aitor@araitmultimedia.es

52 x 11’
Upper Preschool
In Production
TV3, Club Super 3, Wuji and Insommne Estudi

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, financial companies and pre-sales

Greta is a smart little girl that lives in a beautiful little village in the mountains. One day on her daily
walk through the woods she sees a strange, bulky shape moving under the snow. She approaches
it curiously and all of the sudden a little white elephant appears, shaking off the snow from her coat. From
that moment on Greta and Snowy, the name the little girl gives the elephant, become inseparable friends.
They will travel the world together and search for a rainbow so that Snowy can become colourful and escape the
clumsy Elmer Bombastic.

Estudio, 25
28023, Aravaca, Madrid. SPAIN
info@araitmultimedia.es
+34 913 573 200

ARAIT MULTIMEDIA is a company with more than 30 years’ experience in the international television
distribution market. Its current catalogue contains more than 4000 half-hours of animation and 2500
half-hours of documentaries, apart from films and TV series. Over the years, the company has continued
to develop and expand its activities within the communication sector in order to offer all its clients a
complete service.
The company is producing its first animation series “Me and Snowy”. It also has its own Licensing &
Merchandising Division, with develops and market licenses.
Nowadays, our company is specialized in integrated management of multimedia brands and content,
targeting children, youth and family audiences worldwide.

PORTFOLIO
Monster Hunter
Metalions
Monsikids
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FIND US AT:
MIPTV
MIPCOM
KIDSCREEN
BLE
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BAMF PRODUCCIONES
CONTACT
www.estudiofenix.com
Edu Quindós
Director
edu@bamfproducciones.com
+34 934 204 090

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

HOW TO DRAW ADORABLE ANIMALS

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Calle Torrent de Can Mariner 43
08031, Barcelona. SPAIN
mail@bamfproducciones.com
+34 934 204 090

2’
Kids
Available

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

A web series in 2D and 3D that teach Kids to draw cute animals in all kind of natural environments.
The series also explains some peculiarities from the depicted animals.
Learn with us the secrets of drawing all kind of cute animals.

Bamf Producciones is a services, production and post-production company based in Barcelona. We
mainly work for the Publishing work, but we also Produce and Co-produce short films, TV and web series.
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BIG BANG BOX
CONTACT
www.bigbangbox.es
Guillermo Velasco
Owner/Partner
guillermovelasco@bigbangbox.es
+34 619 528 154

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MOMONSTERS (SEASON 2)

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

78 x 7’
Preschool
Season 2 in production
Big Bang Box, TVE, 3Doubles Producciones
and Antaviana Films

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, L&M companies

Calle Cabo de Gata, 4
28660, Boadilla del Monte. Madrid. SPAIN.
contact@bigbangbox.es
+34 913 930 173

The Momonsters Haha, Hehe, Hihi, Hoho and Huhu want to be a child’s best friend. So every day a different little
boy or girl will show them their favorite thing in the whole world like playing hide and seek, decorating muffins,
playing soccer or dancing with a hula hoop. Then the Momonsters will have to demonstrate that they can do it
themselves.

Big Bang Box is an animation & videogames studio based in Madrid and Salamanca, Spain.
We focus on high-end CGI animation for Film and TV.

ANIMAGIKA
LENGTH
TARGET
COPRODUCTION

PORTFOLIO
The Idea Thief
Dummies
Escape Hockey
Drip & Drop
Amazing Spanish Academy
Microsiervos Quizz
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FIND US AT:
ANNECY
AFM
WEIRD
QUIRINO
PIXELATL

90’
6 - 12 years
Timeless Films (UK) and Lightbox Animation
(Spain)

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies...

Dean is an ordinary teenager who absolutely dislikes animals and social interaction. Avoiding animals has
been more or less easy living in the big, and he has been able to reduce social interaction by hiding behind
videogames, social networks and a lot of irony and humour. But his world is about to collapse when he finds out
about the ANIMAGIKAS, a very special kind of veterinarians...
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BRB INTERNACIONAL
CONTACT
www.brb.es
Nuria Queipo Delgado
Executive Sales
nqueipo@brb.es
+34 678 996 743

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ZOOBABU

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
MERCHANDISING AGENT

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION
PRESALES

Marijo Arnáiz
Digital Executive Sales
marijo@brb.es
+34 678 509 440

104 x 2’
Preschool
Available
Screen 21, Image-In / TVC
Disney, Netflix, Radio Canada, Discovery,
Minimini, Nelonen, Radio Television Hong
Kong...

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

It’s a bird… It’s a bear… It’s ZOOBABU! A playful lively box and
104 lighthearted animals collaborate to bring you the funniest
animated guessing game. Is this big, big trunk familiar? What
about that black and white patterned fur? Where did you see
before those crawling movements? Step by step, hint by hint,
the box will give the clues in order to find out which animal is
hiding inside the box: ZOOBABU!

Calle Maria Tubau 8, 5ª planta
28050, Madrid. SPAIN.
sales@brb.es
+34 917 711 400

An international Company with over 45 years experience in high-quality content production, distribution
and licensing. In animation, its works have travelled around the globe, with characters such as David
the Gnome, Dogtanian and Willy Fog having become classics. Currently, BRB incorporates successful
branded productions such as Invizimals™ and Bernard.
BRB has managed to situate itself at the forefront of the audiovisual sector in New Technologies/Digital
Media, where its YouTube Channels accumulate 900 million views per year. In the area of licensing, BRB
has a great experience handling IP’s of companies as prestigious as Cartoon Network, Metro Goldwyn
Mayer, Sony Play Station, Pokemon Company, etc.

PORTFOLIO
Suckers (104x2’)
Angus & Cheryl (104x2’)
David the Gnome (26x30’)
Dogtanian and the Three Muskehounds (26x30’)
Around the World With Willy Fog (26x30’)
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FIND US AT:
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN
LICENSING SHOW
(LONDON AND LAS VEGAS)
CARTOON FORUM ANNECY

BERNARD
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION
PRESALES

156 x 3’
Family
Available
BRB Internacional, RG, M6, EBS
RTI, Nickelodeon, Canal Panda, TVE,
Kika, Cartoon Network, YTV, Disney,
Televisa, ABC Australia, MTV...

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Meet this curious polar bear that travels around the world without
knowing any rule. Even if it is something as simple as taking a
picture or facing a rainstorm, he will turn these everyday natural
situations into a funny and difficult challenge.
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BRUTAL MEDIA
CONTACT
www.brutalmedia.tv
Pío Vernis
Executive Producer
pvernis@brutalmedia.tv

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

THE TRIPLETS

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
MERCHANDISING AGENT

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52 x 13’
Core target: 4 - 7 years
Secondary: 8 - 9 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, licensees

Arlette Peyrett
Sales Manager
apeyret@brutalmedia.tv

Anna, Teresa and Helena are The Triplets. The beloved trio that for the past two decades has taken audiences
from around the world on a journey into some of the most popular tales and to meet interesting historical figures.
Now they are back, looking fresh and up-to-date, and ready to take on new adventures.

Calle Berlines 46D
08022, Barcelona. SPAIN
brutalmedia@brutalmedia.tv
+34 934 200 206

Brutal Media is a trendsetting and creative tv and film production company based in Barcelona. Brutal
has created a unique way of storytelling, from human emotions to the screen. Our portfolio includes
original formats, factual content, documentaries, and scripted content: tv series and feature films. We
are currently developing and producing more factual and fiction content for Spanish and International tv
networks and platforms and entering into the animation field, including a first ambitious bet on the mighty
international IP The Triplets, among others.

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIPTV
MIPJUNIOR
KIDSCREEN
CARTOON FORUM
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CAPITÁN ARAÑA
CONTACT
www.capitanarana.com
Luis Lloret Padron
Project Director
luis.lloret@capitanarana.com
+34 914 740 662

ACTIVITIES

NORBERT

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Norbert is an incompetent spy from Grayland, a sad and
bureaucratic nation. Its rulers dream of conquering their colorful
neighbour; a small and cheerful country where everything works
in total and absurd chaos, something that makes its inhabitants
terribly happy. Despite its total uselessness, Norbert will
become a key piece to ruin the plans of his own government,
sharing exciting adventures along with his new friends.

Capitán Araña was set up in 1998 as an independent audiovisual production company, with the challenge
of creating and producing innovative, quality content. Since then, Capitán Araña has developed
numerous, varied formats, both action and entertainment, where its productions for The Disney Company
stand out. ‘Ozzy’ was its first feature 3D animation film, a comedy adventure aimed at kids and family
audiences. Released around the world, Ozzy was a box office success in countries like Spain, France,
Italy, Mexico, Russia, South Korea, Poland...Capitán Araña is currently working on two new animated
films, one of them with a screenplay from the Black List USA.

POE (WORKING TITLE)
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

90’
All audiences
In development

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies, broadcasters, distributors, coproducers

PORTFOLIO
Ozzy (2016)
2 Goya nominations: Best Animated Film and Best Sound
Winner of Gaudi ´ Awards for Best Animated Film
Winner of Cinema Writers Circle Award for Best Animated Film
Ibero-America’s Annual Film Awards (Premios Platino)
nomination for Best Animated Film

90’
All audiences
In development
Poland (20%)

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies, broadcasters, distributors

Calle Toledo 120, 2º oficina 1
28005, Madrid. SPAIN.
capitan@capitanarana.com
+34 914 740 662
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ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:

Animated film with a screenplay from the Black List USA.

WEIRD
MIFA
AFM
TIFF
CARTOON MOVIE
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DEVICE
CONTACT
www.devicers.com
Marcello Buselli
marcello@devicers.com
+34 679 773 290

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

HE RAN TOWARDS HIS COMRADE

NEW MEDIA/MOBILE
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET

ANIMATION

6’
Adult

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

He ran towards his Comrade is the story of an old businessman looking for popuiarity. He will create problems for
people in order to be able to help them.

Calle Llull 47 - Sobreático 7
08005, Barcelona. SPAIN
hello@devicers.com
+34 932 506 067

The story builds around socially related subject matters such as competitiveness, solidarity and almsgiving,
immediate success and denial of its consequences and consumerism.

Device is an award winning full service creative production company specialized in animation, based in
sunny Barcelona since 2011.
We create audiovisual content through a great variety of styles, techniques and moods, sharing a
common purpose: storytelling.
Our trademark relies on creating and combining narratives, aesthetics and techniques to best match the
needs of every project.

FIND US AT:
MIFA
WEIRD
MIPCOM,
LIAF
ANNENCY
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DIBULITOON STUDIO
CONTACT
www.dibulitoon.com
Jone Landaluze
Head of Sales and Coprodution
jonelandaluze@dibulitoon.com
+34 943 633 556

ACTIVITIES

WINNIPEG SEEDS OF HOPE

ANIMATION SERVICES
CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Dibulitoon Studio is an independent production company renowned nationally and internationally which
began operating in 1991. It has three lines of business: Entertainment, Media Production and Editorial,
being film production its main activity. The production company is specialized in the realization of
animated feature films with the latest technologies and techniques in animation, devoting most of its
activity to the production of films themselves.
Dibulitoon Studio has established itself in the market as one of the leading producers of animated
feature films, making available to the major television cartoon films, documentaries, animation and highly
successful series of national television.

PORTFOLIO
The longest voyage (2020) Animated documentary
Elcano and Magellan (2019)
The first voyage around the world. Already released theatrically in
Poland, Portugal and Russia.
Yoko (2019) S2 - TV Series
The adventures of Felix (2018) Short Film
Took part in more than 20 Festivals
Teresa and Tim (2017) Feature Film
Nominated to Goya Awards as Best Animated Film
Yoko and Friends (2016) Feature Film
Yoko (2016) S1- TV Series
Dixie and Zombie revolution (2014)
Dad I am a Zombie (2011) Feature Film
Mystikal (2009) Feature Film
Cristopher Columbus (2006) Feature Film
Supertramp (2006) Feature Film
Glup (2003) Feature Film.

80’
Young adults and adults
Development
Dibulitoon Studio (Spain), La Ballesta
(SPain), El otro film (Chile) and Midralgar
(France)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, distributors

Calle Irurzunzar 6
20305, Irun. Gipuzkoa. SPAIN.
dibu@dibulitoon.com
+34 943 633 542
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ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
EFM
MARCHE DU FILM
MIFA
MIPCOM

At the end of the Spanish Civil War, almost half a million people
moved by fear of reprisals to France. A hundred thousand of
them were children. The French Government overflowed by
the human avalanche, put them in improvised refugee camps.
Chilean poet Pablo Neruda, former consul in Spain before
the war, convinced the President of Chile to save more than
two thousand refugees. The film tells the story of Julia, a little
girl that escapes Barcelona with his father, a young widower.
They embarked on the Winnipeg, a ship chartered by Neruda.
That saved them from a dark future in Europe. Now, she is “a
daughter of Neruda”, as the descendants of the 2,200 refugees
call themselves.

YOKO
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

COPRODUCTION

80 x 12’
4 - 8 years
S1: 52 episodes. Completed. Available
S2: 14 episodes. Completed. Available.
S3: 14 episodes. Development stage.
Dibulitoon Studio 80% - Wizart 20%

LOOKING FOR: TV channels

«YOKO» is the adventure story of three children who simply
love to play outside. Their names are Mai, Oto and Vik.
The enthusiasm and energy with which they throw themselves
headlong into their games arouses the curiosity of a magical
being called Yoko. Yoko is a magical forest creature who only
appears to those children who play with no holds barred.
Thanks to Yoko’s magic, games such as “tag”, for example, can
suddenly become an exciting rocket race in outer space.
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DOCE ENTERTAINMENT
CONTACT
www.doce.eu

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

HANNA AND THE MONSTERS

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

David Matamoros Manteca
Owner/Partner
hello@doce.eu
+34 622 712 273

75’
4-6 years
In Production
Mr. Miyagi Films, Doce Entertainment

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

Ángeles Hernández Ibáñez
Owner/Partner
angeles@mistermiyagi.es
+34 676 535 548

Monsterville is a town inhabited by monsters that have grown
tired of living among humans. But one day, Hanna manages
to get to their world, thus putting Monsterville at risk. After their
initial fear, the monsters will have to fight against a worse enemy:
Gargoyle and Cyclops, two monsters who want to use Hanna to
permanently close any contact with the outside world... putting
Hanna at risk of being trapped forever in Monsterville.

Avenida Onze de Setembre 13 P. 2 Puerta. 12º 1ª
08810, Sant Pere de Ribes. Barcelona. SPAIN.
hello@doce.eu
+34 622 712 273

In 2012, the Barcelona-based production company DOCE was born with the philosophy of producing
high-quality audiovisual content for the global market, as well as assisting others in their production
processes. With a solid and experienced team behind it, DOCE looks for original and different content,
be it animation or real image that has a vocation to cross borders.

DALIA AND THE RED BOOK
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

FIND US AT:
CARTOON MOVIE
ANNECY
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN

80’
7-12 years
In Production

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies

Adolfo, a famous short story writer, sets out to write his first
novel, giving his daughter, Dalia, the inclusion of a character.
After his death, Dalia is kidnapped by the characters in his
story. Through a portal, she is introduced into the unfinished
novel: The Red Book.
While she looks for the exit, Dalia, helped by Cabra, will have to
face the characters of the story, who are willing to do anything
to be the protagonists. She is the only one capable of ending
the novel. Only 12 hours of time, a single blank page and a pen
are the weapons that Dalia has to write the end of the novel
before she gets trapped in it forever.
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D’OCON FILMS
CONTACT
www.doconfilms.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

THE FRUITTIES

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Carla D’Ocon
Vice President
carladocon@doconfilms.com
+1 786 395 3719

52 x 11’
Kids and Family
In Development

LOOKING FOR: Pre-Sales, investment, broadcasters, licensing,
agents

The Fruitties is a community of peaceful and cheerful fruits and
vegetables that live in a supposedly inactive volcano. One day
the rumble of the volcano announces its approaching eruption
and forces them to look for a new home. During the search,
The Fruitties will have to face dangerous but entertaining
adventures, including the threat of vegetarian animals…
The Fruitties will learn to work together as a team as well as
the values of friendship, generosity, compassion and equality
regardless of their shapes, colors or gender.

Montse Capon
Business Development
montsecapon@doconfilms.com
+34 649 315 800
Regent Mendieta, 39 - Bajo
08028 Barcelona. SPAIN.
info@doconfilms.com
+34 935 399 648

D’Ocon Films has more than 43 years in the production of animated series and films. D’Ocon creates
and crafts the most unforgettable stories with legendary characters that have captivated all audiences
throughout the years.

AUDREY AND PEREZ
PORTFOLIO
The Fruitties (1990-1999) and 2 feature films: Sold to over 100
countries and dubbed in multiple languages
Scruff (2000-2008) and 6 feature films. ZAPPING Prize 1999 to
the best animation series
A Christmas Without Santa Gaudí Award 2009 for the best
animation movie
Cinderella’s Carnival Nominated for a Gaudí Award 2010 for the
best animation movie
Basket Fever (1993-1995) and 1 feature film
Delfy and his friend (1992-1999) and 1 feature film
Kumba Park (2001) and 1 feature film
Sylvan (1995-2000)
Enertips (2012)
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FIND US AT:
MIPTV
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

52 x 11’
Kids and Family
In Development
Brites Films

LOOKING FOR: Pre-sales, investment, broadcasters, licensing,
agents

Little mouse Perez lives completely devoted to his job, which
consists of leaving a shiny coin under the pillow of every child
who loses a baby tooth. One day he discovers that someone
is trying to take over his line of work. This is Audrey, the Tooth
Fairy, who is dedicated to the same activity as him.
Over time, both will decide to join efforts to be able to visit all
the homes on time. It will be the beginning of a series of great
adventures and also a very special relationship.
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DR. PLATYPUS & MS. WOMBAT
CONTACT
www.drplatypusandmswombat.com
Carlos Fernandez De Vigo
carlosfdevigo@gmail.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

DINOGAMES

CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
LENGHT TV
TARGET
GENRE

Lorena Ares
lorenares@gmail.com

90’
Family
23 x 22’
4 - 7 years
3D CGI

LOOKING FOR: Other

Siblings Codi and Vera and their gang of schoolmates are
transported inside the universe of the DinoGames video game
when they accidentally activate a sophisticated experiment their
Dad is working on. What begins as a magical experience soon
becomes a race-against-time adventure to defeat a computer
virus which is destroying the virtual world.

Pamplona/Iruña. Navarra SPAIN.
info@drplatypusandmswombat.com

Dr. Platypus & Ms. Wombat Studios is a 3D/2D animation studio with experience in feature film, tv series
and Multiplatform video games. Last productions the main team have worked in are the feature films
“Memoirs of a Man in Pajamas”, “Les Hirondelles de Kaboul” or the video game “Zombeer”.

CAFUNÉ
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORTFOLIO
Hanna y los monstruos
Feature film (in production)
It Dawns the longest night (2020)
Short film (in production)
Les Hirondelles de Kaboul (2019)
Animation services.

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MARCHÉ DU FILM
CARTOON MOVIE

7’
Family
Development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers

A sunny summer day. The perfect moment for Alma, a lonely
girl, to play at the pool of the complex with her favourite doll.
Suddenly, a ball hits her and the doll slips between her fingers,
sinking quickly into the pool.
Alma tries to get it back but loses her balance and falls into the
water, taking her back to the tragic night in which the refugee
ship she was traveling in wrecked. She was the only survivor.
A magic “wake” that emerged from the currents, led Alma to
reach the hand of Helena, her rescuer, who back at the pool,
hugs and calms her out of the water. Helena, assuming the role
of Alma’s mother, will help her regain confidence.
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EL GATOVERDE PRODUCCIONES SL
CONTACT
www.elgatoverdeproducciones.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

VALENTINA

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION
PRESALES

Mariano Baratech Ramírez
elgatoverdeproducciones@gmail.com
+34 619 293 621

65’
Preschool, familiar
In production
Abano Producións, Antaruxa
TV Spain (TVE)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Calle Francisco Lastres 17
28028, Madrid. SPAIN
elgatoverdeproducciones@gmail.com
+34 619 293 621

Valentina is tired of being Down, convinced that this is the
reason why she can never reach her dream: to be a trapeze
artist. She wants to be like the other children, but a magical
journey in search of his grandmother will reveal that being
different also makes us special.

El Gatoverde Producciones was established in 2015 to produce “Julie”, a film that was premiered at
the Malaga Film Festival 2016. It has subsequently produced two short films: “Homomaquia” (2019), in
collaboration with Abano Producións, was nominated for the Goya Awards 2019; and “Familias” (2020).
Current production work is largely focused on ”Sultana’s Dream”, an animation film.
It has obtained funding from MEDIA; ICAA; the Basque Government; ETB and the Italian Government.
El Gatoverde Producciones is also working on three T.V. series projects.

PORTFOLIO
Familias (2020) - Short film
Homomaquia (2019) - Animation
Julie (2016) - Feature film

FIND US AT:
SERIES MANIA
(LILLE-FRANCIA)
BERLINALE

SULTANA’S DREAM
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

70’
All public
In production
Abano Producións, Sultana Films, Uniko
Estudios Creativos, Stemo Production, El
Gatoverde Producciones, Sparkle Animation,
Vamos Studio

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, TV, pre-sales.

In 1905 the writer Rokeya Hossein –Bengala- dreams with
Ladyland, utopian country directed by women that provokes
reflection on the values and behaviours inherited through
tradition.
A hundred and ten years later Inés, a Spanish filmmaker,
decides to realize a film of the same tale. In the experience
of production visits the contemporary Indian, country divided
between the wish of progress and the defense of the traditions
and she will resolve many of her personal conflicts as artist and
woman, reconciling with her past.
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EL RECREO STUDIO
CONTACT
www.elrecreostudio.com
Valerio Veneras
CEO
valerio@elrecreostudio.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

BYRON & THE FLEA

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 7’
6 - 9 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

BYRON is a sausace dog who lives happily with his owner. Out
for a walk twice a day and has a quiet and comfortable life. But
his life changes when he receives an unexpected visit from a
charming and smug flea.

Lilí Cabrera
Co-Founder & Production Manager
lilicabrera@elrecreostudio.com

*Best animation project at Ventana Cinemad 2020

Calle Camino de los Bonetes 3
28250, Torrelodones. Madrid. SPAIN
info@elrecreostudio.com
+34 626 704 645

Founded in 2011, our creative studio specializes in animation though we also produce audiovisual
content of all kinds. Our primary interest is to develop ideas and make them a reality, whether they be
ours or those of a client. We work diligently through the entire process, from the initial creative spark until
the delivery of the final product.
We always search for artistic vision which places great important on design and its coherent relationship
to the concept that we wish to communicate.
We really love what we do! For us, the act of creating is like revisiting childhood and playing in a neverending recess (from which we derive our name, “Recreo”). We feel very privileged to do what we do.

MR. TRANCE
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

52 x 5’
9 - 12 years (tweens)
Produced
Señal colombia 40%

LOOKING FOR: Sales

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIPTV
MIFA
CARTOON FORUM
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
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MR. TRANCE is not an ordinary citizen. He wears a purple
suit and looks like a stylish porcupine. Despite this, and like
everyone else, he faces his daily problems. But he has a
secret weapon to escape from these situations: his amazing
imagination!
www.mrtrance.com
EMMY Kids award nominee 2015
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EL VIAJE IMPOSIBLE.
PRODUCCIONES CINEMATOGRÁFICAS S.L.
CONTACT
www.evipc.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

THE IMPOSSIBLE JOURNEY

CINEMA PRODUCTION,
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Gerardo Álvarez León
Propietario / Accionista
gerardo@evipc.com
+34 617 764 201

85’
Family entertainment
In development

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies, broadcasters

Noah takes off on an amazing journey with his Imaginary Friend Mortando Malone and his new pals Sarah, Daniel,
and Big Blue Cat. But the unknown can be dangerous, even deadly. Noah will have to make out who his true
friends are… and find the balance between reality and imagination!

Calle Nebli 32 Portal 1
28691, Villanueva de la Cañada.
Madrid. SPAIN.
gerardo@evipc.com
+34 617 764 201

THE IMPOSSIBLE CASES OF BLUE & MALONE
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

El Viaje Imposible is owner of the animation and live action hybrid Blue & Malone IP. After the successful
short films Blue & Malone, Imaginary Detectives; and Blue & Malone, Impossible Cases, we´re developing
the feature film prequel The Impossible Journey and the series sequel The Impossible Cases of Blue &
Malone.

13 x 27’
Family entertainment
In development

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies, broadcasters

Two abandoned imaginary friends have become fantasy detectives who travel the world solving the impossible
cases that children entrust them.
An infinite world inhabited by fantastic creatures invisible to grown ups eyes... or maybe not?
Integrated 3D animation with real image.
27 minute episodes full of intrigue, adventure and action.

PORTFOLIO
Blue & Malone, Imaginary Detectives, 2013, 50 selections
including spanish Academy “Goya” Awards, 5 prizes.
Blue & Malone, Impossible Cases, 2020, 60+ selections

including spanish Academy “Goya” Awards, 11 prizes
(festival run currently in progress).
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FIND US AT:
AFM
CARTOON MOVIE
ANNECY
WEIRD
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FILMAX
CONTACT
www.filmaxinternationalsales.com
Ivan Diaz
Head of International
i.diaz@filmax.com
Calle Metal·lurgia 38. planta 4
08038, Barcelona. SPAIN.
filmaxint@filmax.com
+34 933 368 555

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TURU AND THE WACKIES

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
DISTRIBUTION
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
MERCHANDISING AGENT
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 6’
3 - 8 years
In production
Pampa Films, Tandem, Castelao Pictures
SLU, Turanga Films

LOOKING FOR: Distributors

Turu has set up a band with his charming friends: the elegant little pig Rhythm and the energetic sheep Tempo.
Together, they will share the day-to-day life on the farm, musically discovering the world around them through
crazy adventures and hilarious misunderstandings, that will help them grow into an awesome band, The Wackies!
On the guitar, Rhythm! On the mixer table, Tempo! On the microphone, Turu! Let’s start the show!

Based in Barcelona, Filmax is one of the most important audiovisual companies in Spain. The company,
which provides development, production, distribution, exhibition and international sales, responds fully to
the business opportunities within the European and international entertainment sectors.

TROKERS
PORTFOLIO
Turu, the Wacky Hen
Elcano & Magellan
The Lunnis & The Great Fairy Tale Adventures
Bikes
Snowflake
The Hairy Tooth Fairy 1 & 2
Donkey Xote
Nocturna
Pinocchio 3000
El Cid: The Legend
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FIND US AT:
NATPE
EFM
FILMART
MIPTV
MALAGA
CANNES
TORONTO
SAN SEBASTIAN
MIPCOM
BUSAN
AFM
VENTANA SUR

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 7’
4 - 9 years
In development
Producions A Fonsagrada, Vesper Productions

LOOKING FOR: Distributors

It’s the year 2031 and things aren’t looking too hopeful for life on planet Earth. Luckily, humans have come up with
a cunning plan... to colonize Mars!
Such a monumental task requires a colossal display of intelligence, strength and courage, so humans have
decided it’s probably best if someone else does it! So who have they entrusted with making the red planet
inhabitable and securing the continuation of the human race? The Trokers, an army of auto-propelled, multi-tooled
robots, whose mission it is to travel to the inhospitable planet and build the ADRICA space station, the home of
the future colonists.
The future of humanity is now in the hands of this squadron of loveable, and sometimes accident-prone robots,
but will they be up to the task? Will there ever be life on Mars?
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GENIAL MEDIA
CONTACT
www.genialmedia.tv
Cedric Volkman
Founder and CEO
cedric@genialmedia.tv
+34 659 854 848

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

PLANET RIPOS

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

95’ 3D
6 - 12 years
In production

LOOKING FOR: Presales

PLANET RIPOS is about a gang of colourful, energetic & funny characters who live in Ripoville, an ultra-high-tech
conclave on the planet Ripos. They live in their little bubble but... every morning, when they wake up, they find
that Ripoville is in a weird new location on the planet!

Virgen de la Cinta, 47 - Local A
41011 Sevilla. SPAIN
cedric@genialmedia.tv
+34 954 285 060

Genial Media was founded as a distribution company in 2004 by Cédric Volkman, after over 13 years of
experience in the sector. Genial Media has now expanded to cover other aspects of audiovisual media
such as producing animations, producing films and management.
Our catalog contains different genres: animation (the genre we are most specialized in), fiction,
entertainment, documentaries, etc. We also keep up to date with what is happening in other countries,
going to the main TV markets to distribute our products and acquiring the rights to new content. We
distribute our content in both Spanish and international markets.

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIPTV
NATPE
AFM
DISCOP
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GOLDBEE ENTERTAINMENT STUDIOS
CONTACT
www.goldbee.es
Christophe Goldberger
Managing Director
christophe@goldbee.es
+34 665 467 853

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LEA & POP

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52 x 2’ + 52 x 5’
Preschool
In Production

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, coproducers

The siblings Lea and Pop live music in a magical way. Their lives
are full of songs that let them play, laugh and learn, together
with their musical animal friends: Cocopiano, Bongo and Patty.

Pau Alsina, 2
08025 Barcelona. SPAIN
info@goldbee.es
+34 931 592 212

With a long and successful background in the entertainment industry, and an extensive network of highprofile contacts, GoldBee provides broadcasters and digital platforms with award winning kids and
family content and brands with an international track record.
We distribute over 2,500 half hours of premium programs commissioned and produced by premiere
content providers in the industry and airing worldwide on renowned broadcast and digital platforms.

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORTFOLIO
Heirs of the Night – 26 x 26’
Space Nova – 26 x 22’
Pan Tau – 14 x 25’
#LikeMe – 26 x 26’
Alice Miranda Friends Forever – 1 x 80’
Alice Miranda. A Royal Christmas Ball – 1 x 80’
Hoodie – 52 x 11’
Bobo – 52 x 7’
The Bureau of Magical Things – 40 x 25’
Chop Chop Ninja – 40 x 11’ + 40 x 1,5’
The Athena – 26 x 26’
The Worst Witch – 52 x 28’
School of Roars – 104 x 7’
Zoom, the White Dolphin – 104 x 12’
Lassie – 52 x 22’
The Jungle Book – 156 x 11’ + 1 x 60’
The New Adventures of Peter Pan – 52 x 22’
H2O Mermaid Adventures – 52 x 26’
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CLEO & CUQUIN

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
MIPTV
ANNECY (MIFA)
CARTOON FORUM
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCANCUN
ASIA TV FORUM

78 x 7’ + 30 x 2’
Preschool
Available

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Cleo and Cuquin learn how to deal with new situations the
best way children do: by playing… at being cooks, actors,
astronauts, gardeners, detectives… At the end of every
adventure, Cleo will have discovered something really, really
important: what she wants to be when she grows up. Or at
least for that day!
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GUARDIÁN DE DRAGONES
CONTACT
www.dragonkeepermovie.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

DRAGONKEEPER

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
GENRE
STATUS
COPRODUCTION
SALES AGENT

Larry Levene
Executive Producer
larrylevene@gmail.com
+34 647 438 025
Calle Montalban 3 - piso 5º, izda
28014, Madrid. SPAIN
larrylevene@gmail.com
+34 647 438 025

93’
Familiy entertaiment
3d cgi
In production
China Film Animation (cfg) 50%, Atresmedia Cine 2,5%, Dts 6,4%, Guardián de Dragones 41,1%
SCFilms International (Simon Crowe)

LOOKING FOR: International distributors

It’s a dark time in the ancient Chinese empire. Dragons, once friends and wise allies of men, have been hunted
down for years and thrown into ironclad dungeons. In a faraway fortress in the mountain regions, a young slave
girl helps the last living dragon escape his captivity and joins him in a quest to retrieve his most precious gift: the
last dragon egg, chased by the Emperor’s armies, this odd couple embarks on a journey across ancient China,
to ensure the survival of the dragons’ lineage.

GUARDIÁN DE DRAGONES is a Spanish company that develops audiovisual film and materials for the
international market. It is specialized in animation feature films and has a strong interest in building
brands and film franchises working both in China and outside China. The founding partners of the
company have produced over fifty films, including five in animation, and have more than twenty years of
experience in doing business and making films with China.
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IKIRU FILMS
CONTACT
www.ikirufilms.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TAD, THE LOST EXPLORER AND THE CURSE OF THE MUMMY

CINEMA PRODUCTION

STATUS
COPRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION

Edmon Roch Colom
Owner/Partner
asebastian@ikirufilms.com
+34 932 192 077
Calle Maignon 26 - Piso 3º
08024, Barcelona. SPAIN
info@ikirufilms.com
+34 932 192 077

In Production, to be released in 2022.
Telecinco Cinema, Lightbox Animation Studios and Latadeopelícula AIE
Paramount Pictures.

LOOKING FOR: Opportunities to license TAD

Tad would love to be seen as just another archaeologist amongst his colleagues, but as always he blows it. He
ruins an Olmec Pyramid only to unleash a spell that threatens the lives of his friends, Mummy, Jeff and Belzoni.
When everyone turns against him, with the sole help of Sara, Tad embarks on an adventure-filled journey that will
take him from Mexico to Chicago and from Paris to Egypt to find a way to end the curse of the Mummy.

Independent and internationally oriented production company, dedicated to producing feature films and
documentaries. It has produced, among others: PERFUME: THE STORY OF A MURDERER, GARBO,
LOPE, BIUTIFUL, GHOST GRADUATION, TAD, THE LOST EXPLORER, SEVENTH, EL NIÑO, CAPTURE
THE FLAG, TAD THE LOST EXPLORER AND THE SECRET OF KING MIDAS, SARA’S NOTEBOOK, THE
PACT, YUCATAN, TAXI A GIBRALTAR and STAFF ONLY. This year, Ikiru Films has release ADÚ and
SANMAO. THE DESERT BRIDE.

PORTFOLIO
TAD, THE LOST EXPLORER AND THE SECRET OF KING
MIDAS. 2017. Worldwide distribution company: Paramount
Pictures. Worldwide Release in more than 30 territories. Goya
Awards 2018. Best Animated Film. Gaudí Award 2018. Best
Animated Film. Official Selection at Annecy Int´l Animated
Film Festival 2018
CAPTURE THE FLAG. 2015. Worldwide distribution company:
Paramount Pictures. Worldwide Release in more than 30
territories. 30 Goya Awards. Best Animated Film. VIII Gaudí
Award. Best Animated Film. José María Forqué Award 2016.
Official Selection at Annecy Int´l Animated Film Festival 2016.
TAD, THE LOST EXPLORER. 2012. International distribution
company: Studio Canal. Distributed in China, Korea, Mexico,
Chile, Peru, Brazil, Portugal, Benelux, France, and 28 other
countries. 27th Goya Awards. 2 nominations and 3 awards. V
Gaudí Awards. 2 awards. Official Selection at the Annecy Int´l
Animated Film Festival 2012. Selected at the Chicago Int´l
Children’s Film Festival 2012.
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IMC TOYS
CONTACT
www.imc.es

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

VIP PETS

OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Raquel Roca Marti
Communication Manager
rroca@imc.es
+34 605 206 836

ANIMATION

Season 1: 13 x 7’
Season 2: 13 x 7’
Girls 5 - 7 years
Season 1: Available
Season 2: In production

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

The most fashionable pets with extra-long hair. 6 characters with different personalities and hobby, but there is
something they share...Their passion for hair! Vip Pets also speak but the only ones who can understand and
speak with the VIP PETS are...Fabio and Fabia!

Calle Pare Llaurador 172
08224, Terrassa. Barcelona. SPAIN.
imc@imc.es
+34 937 888 992 / +34 937 332 833

Since 1981, IMC Toys has developed an internationally renowned reputation for innovative product
design, high quality kid content and unique digital platforms. IMC offers a number of winning properties
such as Cry Babies Magic Tears, Bloopies and VIP Pets.

CRY BABIES MAGIC TEARS
LENGTH

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIFA
KIDSCREEN

TARGET
STATUS

Season 1: 12 x 3’
Season 2: 26 x 5’
Season 3: 36 x 5’
Season 4: 26 x 5’
Girls 3 - 5 years
Available

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Discover the power of friendship, empathy and teamwork along all the Cry Babies Magic Tears! Each episode
has its own standalone narrative, where the babies invite you to see their world through their eyes - a world where
tears can be magical!
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IMIRA ENTERTAINMENT
CONTACT
www.imiraentertainment.com
Gulshan David
VP Media Sales
gdavid@imiraentertainment.com

ACTIVITIES

MONDO YAN

DISTRIBUTION
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
COPRODUCTION

Three unlikely heroes have been chosen by three eccentric
wise Elders to protect a harmonious and peaceful world from
a power-obsessed and clueless villain and his army of mutant
monsters! Story-edited by Dave Lewman (George of the
Jungle, Kick Buttowski).

Calle Consell de Cent 375 - P. 3 Puerta. 2
08009, . Barcelona. SPAIN.
info@imiraentertainment.com
+ 34 932 650 757

Barcelona and Madrid based Imira Entertainment is a producer and distributor of premium kids & family
programs and content for the global TV & Digital marketplace and is committed to nurturing young
creative Spanish talent and activating new projects, and venturing deeper into the digital space.
Imira is part of Toonz Media Group, a 20 year old global Entertainment group with
studios in Ireland (Telegael) and also in Turkey, India and New Zealand and a strong
broadcast presence on YouTube through its Chotoonz brand; and venturing into the AR/RV space with
its recent equity stake purchase in TiltLabs.

PORTFOLIO
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52 x 12’
Imira Entertainment, Televisió de Catalunya
TV3, Toonz Media Group & Telegael

LOOKING FOR: Platforms, broadcasters, distributors

Begoña Esteban
Sales Manager Iberia, Latam & US Hispanic
besteban@imiraentertainment.com

Lucky Fred (1S)-(2S)
Sandra The Fairytale Detective
Lola & Virginia
Vitaminix
Saari

ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
MIFA
CARTOON FORUM
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
KIDSCREEN
DISCOP
ATF
MIP TV
MIPCANCUN
NATPE

SUNNY SIDE BILLY
LENGTH
COPRODUCTION

52 x 12’
TVE

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, investors, presales

In the picturesque sea-side fishing port of Deadend Bay, an always positive and smiley sunnyside up fried egg called Billy spends his days
proudly showing tourists around and taking them on
boat trips out to sea. His life is peaceful until, one day world is flipped, just like a badly fried egg!
A bunch of fluorescent-coloured flies used for fishing, escape from the dusty cabinet in the town’s local fishing
tackle and souvenir shop, causing complete chaos for Billy. To make matters worse, the shop owner, a badtempered and always angry wisdom tooth, who also sells boat sight-seeing tours, wants Billy to tell him where the
mysterious legendary mythical creature, ‘Big Fish’, which he has befriended, lives…. So that he can exploit it for
his personal gain! Billy’s happy-go-lucky and positive attitude means he’s a local nice guy, as he always finds a
bright side to anything bad and negative that happens in the sleepy fishing village.
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INVICTUS DESIGNS PRODUCTIONS
CONTACT
www.invictusdesignsproductions.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

VILLA FÁBULA

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET

Victor Marin
CEO
victor.marin@invictusdesignsproductions.com
+34 676 085 010

ANIMATION

26 x 11’
8 - 11 Years

LOOKING FOR: Producers, broadcasters, financial companies, sales agents

In Villa Fábula every action comes with consequences: if you don’t brush tour teeth, Teeth Demons will come visit
you in a not so enjoyable way; likewise, not doing your homework will carry dire consequences for the elves of
the nation of “Debérenor”.

Calle Vazquez Delgado 3
29601, Marbella. Málaga. SPAIN
victor@ilusiondigital.com
+34 676 085 010

Only a small group of kids will be able to see these creatures since a magical being granted them
that skill right after using their bodies as hideouts while being chased by a not-quite-friendly bird.
What secrets does this hamlet hide? Are all these fables real, or do they just belong to a fairy tale?

Invictus Designs Productions is a fantasy, horror and animation specialized young production company.
Social rights assertion and a quite neat art department in our productions is our job hallmark.
What do we offer?
We cover all the creative part of a project (pre-production): script department, assesment and
development, art department (storyboard, 2D and 3D concept art...), as well as direction.

PORTFOLIO
Cucu (2019) - more than 60 awards / selections - Spain

FIND US AT:
MIFA
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LA CASA ANIMADA
CONTACT
www.lacasaanimada.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

CLEO

TV PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Ana Sánchez-Gijón
Director Producer
ana@la-mirada.com

39 x 7’ x 3 Seasons
Preschool
Available
RTVE (Financial Development)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, investors,
coproducers, distribution

Miguel Miranda
Animation Director
animacion@lacasaanimada.com
+34 639 057 185

Hello, my name is Cleo, and I’m the main character of this show.
My friend Irma isn’t just a great person, she’s also an excellent
drawer. Do you know?, her drawings are precisely illustrating
my adventures. When I grow up I would like to be like her! As
I am a curious, playful, dreamer and stubborn doggy, I try to
reach all what I propose to do. But I don’t always reach my
goals. In the pursuit of my dreams I learn so many important
lessons about life. Although, because I’m also a bit reckless, I
always make a mess.

Camino Viejo 591º C
38280, Tegueste.
Santan Cruz de Tenerife SPAIN.
lacasa@lacasaanimada.com
+34 922 150 556

La Casa Animada is a 2D animation production company, founded in 2006 in Tenerife, has worked from
the outset in the training of animated cartoon professionals.

In this season, our neighbourhood will be seriously threatened,
but I’m convinced that there are no problems, but also solutions.
I’m sure that the Sciences and the Humanities will bring us light.

PORTFOLIO

THE BOOK OF DREAMS

Certain poor shepherds
(Shortfilm) released in 2020 Christmas.
Awards: Aswan International Women Film Festival 2019.
Festival internacional de cine de Lanzarote 2020.
El Club de Archi (2013 - 2015)
Canarias Animada (2006 - 2011)

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPCOM
PIXELATL

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 7’
4-8 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, international
distribution, co-producers, pop-up books publishers

Have you ever dreamt of travelling inside a book? Claudia is a
peculiar girl: spirited, carefree and playful. Her days go by like
those of any other girl, from going to school to playing with her
best friend Yiyi, her teddy bear. But her life changes when her
mother gives her The Book of Dreams, a very special book from
which snazzy pop-up scenery unfolds. This is how she will meet
her adventure companion, Bookmark, a bookmark with glasses
and a bowtie, which you can fold and pop up as a kind of origami
that can be transformed into other things. After turning into paper
characters, Claudia and Bookmark will travel across the book to
meet its enigmatic characters, its mysterious worlds…
Nominated at Best pilot episode in cartoons on the bay, Pulcinella
awards-RAI 2020.
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LA TRIBU ANIMATION
CONTACT
www.latribu.es

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LUZ, THE CHAMAN GIRL

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

90’
All audiences
Preproduction

Jaime Maestro Sellés
Creative Director
jaime.maestro@latribu.es

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, coproducers,
investors

Nadia Ruiz Pastor
CEO
nadia.ruiz@latribu.es

Based on the story of Elena García Quevedo: 400.000 years
ago, in the Sierra of Atapuerca, a shaman girl will hold the future
of humanity in her hands when a mysterious stone comes into
her power.

Avenida Doctor Peset Aleixandre 58-1º B
46025, Valencia. SPAIN.
contact@latribu.es
+34 960 883 879

We are Storytellers.
We are Developers.
We are Content Creators.
We make Animation
with the best people
in the World.

TUTANCATMON
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORTFOLIO
Wish Dragon (2019)
Animation Service
Red Shoes & The Seven Dwarfs (2017)
Animation Service
Trojan Horse Was a Unicorn (2017 & 2018)
Short films
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FIND US AT:
ANNECY
MIPTV
CANNES
BERLIN
MIA ANIMATION
AMERICAN FILM MARKET

90’
All audiences
Development

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, coproducers,
investors

The life of an Egyptian pharaoh and his family becomes even
more complicated when the spaceship of Miut, a vegan alien
cat, crashes into the royal palace and the pharaoh’s priestesses
proclaim that he is the true god come from the stars.
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LIGHTBOX
CONTACT
www.lbox.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TAD THE LOST EXPLORER AND THE CURSE OF THE MUMMY

CINEMA PRODUCTION

STATUS
DISTRIBUTION

Nicolás Matji Gonzalez
CEO
nmatji@lbox.es
+34 639 365 183

In Production, to be released in 2022
Paramount Pictures worldwide agreement

LOOKING FOR: Opportunities to license TAD. Offering CGI production services.

Tad has been studying archeology for the last years and he has even managed to be part of a professional
archeological excavation. However, his ability to mess up makes him to be refused by this colleagues and
friends. He will make all what is in his hand to be accepted again in the archeological club.

Enrique Gato Borregán
CEO
egato@lbox.es
Avd. General Perón, 24 - 6º A
28020 Madrid. SPAIN
lightbox@lbox.es
+34 917 520 510

Lightbox Animation Studio is an animation studio and production company founded in 2008 by Enrique
Gato and Nicolas Matji.
In 2012, our first feature film ‘Tad, the lost explorer’ became a big hit in many countries. In 2015, we
released our second feature film, “Capture the Flag”. Earning over 12 million USD in the Spanish box
office, “Capture the Flag” was released by Paramount Pictures internationally in over 30 territories. We
won the Goya Award for Best Animated film in 2016. In 2017, “Tad the Lost Explorer and the Secret of
King Midas” was released, beating the number of spectators of the first part and establishing a new
record as the highest audience ever for a Spanish animated movie.
Currently Lightbox is producing the CGI feature film “Tad, the los explorer 3” to be released in Summer
2022. Lightbox also offers CGI Production Services. You can find more about lightbox at: www.lbox.es
and about our CGI school: lightbox Academy at: www.lightboxacademy.es.

PORTFOLIO

The Secret of King Midas (2017)
Capture the Flag (2015)
Tad, the Lost Explorer (2012)
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FIND US AT:
MIFA
ANNECT
AFM
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LOTURA FILMS
CONTACT
www.loturafilms.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

THE EXTRA TERRESTRIAL ORCHESTRA

CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET

Juan Bautista Berasategi
Director
info@loturafilms.eus
+34 943 292 255

ANIMATION

70’
5 - 12 years

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

When Manu was a kid he had a life-changing experience: a symphony orchestra came to town one day and from
the moment he first heard them play, listening in amazement and wonder to the marvellous music, his only dream
has been to set up an orchestra of his own.

Avenida Alcalde Jose Elosegi 82 Behea
20015 Donostia/San Sebastián. Gipuzkoa. SPAIN
info@loturafilms.eus
+34 943 292 255

Lotura Films is an audio-visual production company with over 25 years of experience, focused both on
its own production and on offering services.
It was created in 1992 by filmmaker Juanba Berasategi.
Its main working areas are animation, illustration, corporate image and documentaries.
Considered an animation pioneer in the Basque Country, we invest in the latest, most innovative
techniques, with quality as our number-one objective. We have a highly creative team whose most
valuable asset is teamwork.

FIND US AT:
CARTOON MOVIE
MIFA
MARCHÉ DU FILM
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
MIPTV
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MAGO PRODUCTION
CONTACT
www.magoproduction.com
Peter Keydel
Executive Producer
keydel@magoproduction.com
+34 932 070 834

ACTIVITIES

THE LIGHT OF AISHA

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

90’
Family
In Pre-production
La luz de Aisha AIE, Televisió de Catalunya,
Godo Films (France), M.A.R.K. 13 (Germany),
Mistral Film Studio (Germany)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, coproducers, investors

Raúl Berniches
Executive Producer
raul.b@magoproduction.com

The story takes place in 11th century Al Andalus and it’s about
AISHA, a girl who is full of life, adventurous, and most of all,
brave. Her dream is to become the best creator of fireworks
in the world, and in pursuit of that goal, she will take the most
important and prohibited book without permission, from the
caliph’s library. This will bring serious consequences, as she
will have to venture out on a journey full of adventure to rescue
her father.

Calle Pau Alsina 2
08025, Barcelona. SPAIN.
info@magoproduction.com
+34 934 587 653

Mago Production is a creative production company made up of a variety of work cultures in all areas of
audiovisual communication and entertainment. Founded in 2002 and based in Barcelona (Spain), has
four international offices in Germany, Mexico, France and Japan. We have an extensive experience in
CG animation, motion pictures and other creative projects. All productions combine seniors’ experience
with the freshness of the young, obtaining excellent results and creating international and multicultural
content.

POLINOPOLIS

PORTFOLIO

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Tin & Tan (2017)
52x7’ Animated TV Series
Flying Squirrels (2016)
26x13’ Animated TV Series
Doctor W (2014)
78x4’ Animated TV Series
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ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
CARTOON MOVIE
MIFA
MARCHÉ DU FILM
MIPJUNIO
MIPCOM
MIPTV
CARTOON FORUM
KIDSCREEN
APD
VENTANA SUR
QUIRINO

52 x 39’
6 - 9 years
In Production
Televisió de Catalunya, Televisión Española,
Godo Films (Francia)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, coproducers, investors

Every first time is special in its own way and will be remembered
for life. Yuca, Milo and their friends are at the age when they
will experience their first times. The magic of these situations,
whether they are fantastically strange or emotionally human,
will strengthen the friendship among this group of friends, as
strange and fun as the city in which they live: POLINOPOLIS.
Dare to delve into it; there is a first time for everything.
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MB PRODUCCIONES
CONTACT
www.mbproducciones.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ANNIE & CAROLA

TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Myriam Ballesteros Serrano
CEO
myriam@mbproducciones.com
+34 639 690 056

52 x 11’
6 - 10 years
Completing the financing
Mondo TV Iberoamérica, MB Producciones,
RTVE

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, brodcasters, financial companies

María Bonaria Fois
CEO at Mondo TV Iberoamérica Group
mb.fois@mondotviberoamerica.com
+34 663 346 608

Carola, a nerd with no social skills, builds her own robot clone as a
friend. Someone to share her love for science with and as a buffer
against the teen world that she doesn’t understand and fears. But, an
accident turns her clone into a crazy, uninhibited friend who drags
her into all the kinds of situations she fears the most.

Paseo De la Musica 6 - Piso 2º Izq
01007, Vitoria-Gasteiz. Álava. SPAIN.
myriam@mbproducciones.com
+34 945 134 846

MB Producciones is a production company specializing in children’s animation content for television
and new platforms. Its founder, Myriam Ballesteros, sold her previous production company Imira
Entertainment in 2015, a company where she created, produced and directed animation series like Lola
& Virginia, Sandra The Fairytale Detective and Lucky Fred, series which sold in over 150 countries. After
selling Imira Entertainment, Myriam Ballesteros re-activated Mb Producciones where she continues to
create and develop animation shows with even more personal and daring touches and where women
and girls take centre stage.
MB Producciones is currently working on the animated series Annie & Carola and Masked Cinderella
- both coproduced with Mondo TV Iberoamérica - and on an animated film, provisionally titled Eguzki.

MASKED CINDERELLA
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 22’
6 - 12 years
In development
Mondo TV Iberoamérica, MB Producciones

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, brodcasters, financial companies

FIND US AT:
CARTOON FORUM
MIFA
MIPTV
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
WEIRD MARKET
PIXELATL
PREMIOS QUIRINO
APD
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Things are changing in the kingdom of Once Upon a Time. The
wolf has gone vegan, the princesses are all influencers, the wicked
stepmothers are in family therapy and Cinderella, as well as being a
typical high school student, is also a masked heroine.
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MONDO TV PRODUCCIONES CANARIAS

MONDO TV

ANIMATION

INDEX

PRODUCCIONES CANARIAS

THE DREAM FACTORY

CONTACT
www.mondotvcanarias.com

ACTIVITIES

ANNIE & CAROLA

TV PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Enrico Martinis
Studio Manager
e.martinis@mondotvcanarias.com
+34 922 532 481

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, brodcasters, financial partners

Maria Bonaria Fois
CEO
mb.fois@mondotviberoamerica.com
+34 922 532 481

Carola, a nerd with no social skills, builds her own robot clone
as a friend. Someone to share her love for science with and as
a buffer against the teen world that she doesn’t understand and
fears. But an accident turns her clone into a crazy, uninhibited
friend who drags her into all the kinds of situations she fears
the most.

Calle de Quevedo, 5
38005, Santa Cruz de Tenerife. SPAIN.
e.martinis@mondotvcanarias.com
+34 922 532 481

Mondo TV Producciones Canarias is an animation studio based in Santa Cruz de Tenerife. It
was founded by Mondo TV Iberoamerica in 2016 and now they both constitute the Mondo TV
Iberoamerica Group, which is part of Mondo TV Group, leader in Italy, and named among the
largest players in Europe in the production and distribution of animated TV series and feature films.
The studio has recently expanded its productive capacity and, aside from pre-production services which
include bible/concept development, model pack creation and storyboards, can now offer a complete 3D
CGI production pipeline for animated series and short movies. Mondo TV Producciones Canarias aims to
establish itself as an international reference point for the creation, development and production of highquality fiction and animation projects for the entire Mondo Group.

PORTFOLIO
Heidi Bienvenida al Show, live action series of 60 x 45’,
in coproduction with Alianzas Producciones
Bat Pat2, 52x11’ – in coproduction with Atlantyca
Entertainment S.A, RAI y RTVE
Nina & Olga, 52 x 7’, coproduction with Enanimation
Grisù, 52x11’ coproduction ZDF Enterprises, Mondo TV
Group and Toon2Tango
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52 x 11’
6 - 10 years
Completing the financing
Mondo TV Iberoamérica, MB Producciones,
RTVE

METEOHEROES
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

52 x 7’
4 - 7 years
Completed
Meteo Expert – Icona Meteo, Mondo TV

LOOKING FOR: Brodcasters

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPTV
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
KIDSCREEN
CARTOON FORUM
WEIRD MARKET
PREMIOS QUIRINO
APD

MeteoHeroes addresses issues like climate change, ecology
and respect for nature through the amazing adventures of six
children – each of whom can control a weather phenomenon.
It’s an important message but it’s delivered in a fun, engaging
way that both entertains young viewers and helps them
understand the issues and how they can help the planet.
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MONIGOTES ESTUDIO 2 0
CONTACT
www.monigotestudio.es
Vittorio Emanuele Pirajno Clavijo
CEO
pirajno@gmail.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

DINOSAURS STORY OF SURVIVAL

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

28’
Familiar
In production
Render area

LOOKING FOR: Financial companies

Francisco Alvarez Piris
Owner/Partner
fapiris@gmail.com

Second chapter of a fulldome movie, Celeste’s Adventures.

Avenida M-501 40 - 21 AT 44
28925, Alcorcón. Madrid. SPAIN
info@monigotestudio.com
+34 914 855 313

http://www.beyondthesunmovie.com/

While CELESTE is fighting off sleep in her room by playing with
dinosaur’s toys she receives an unexpected visit from MOON.

After over 20 years experience in the animation industry we can say Monigotes Studio 2.0 has been
involved with any kind of animation process you can imagine. We’ve been part of several national and
international first-line productions where we have learned and perfectioned our techniques.
Our people have a solid background and our goal is having the best possible environment so they can
concentrate in keeping developing their skills.
This experience and way of thinking make us able of providing high-quality services in all animation fields:
2D, 3D, flash or stop motion and give us the capacity of offering professional training and consulting
services for any trouble that may arise in your way.
Have a look at our web and let’s talk about how we can help you with your ongoing projects!

BEYOND THE SUN
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26’
Family (Documentary)
Released
Render Area

LOOKING FOR: Brodcasters

The best Full Dome adventure in this and other planets.

PORTFOLIO
Beyond the Sun
The best Full Dome adventure in this and other planets.
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FIND US AT:
ANNECY

While CELESTE is fighting off sleep in her room by reading
a book on astronomy she receives an unexpected visit from
MOON.
Together, they will enjoy a journey through the Universe to
discover what exoplanets are and how they can be detected.
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MOST WANTED STUDIO
CONTACT
www.mostwantedstudio.com
Belinda Bonan
CEO
beli@mostwantedstudio.com
+34 636 787 906

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MARLA & THE GUARDIANS OF TIME

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52 x 11’
+7
In Development

LOOKING FOR: Agents, broadcasters, coproducers, distributors, investment, licensing, pre-sales and toy-masters

Marla Jones, a fearless 10-year-old girl, is chosen by the Guardians of Time to restore the space-time paradox,
which Fox, the villainous magnate, has damaged in his quest for the Youth Elixir formula.

Calle Cup 1
43893, Altafulla. Tarragona. SPAIN
mws@mostwantedstudio.com
+34 877 655 250

Most Wanted Studio is an audiovisual production company specializing in content creation for film,
television, and digital platforms. We develop and produce short films, feature films, and television series;
as well as we also provide high-quality services to our clients in the areas of animation and post-production.
Founded in 2007 in Altafulla (Spain), the studio has worked on a wide range of very diverse projects.
Nowadays, our focus is on creating our own IPs, and our strategy bases on the production of 360º and
long-term projects with transmedia and interactive content.
Everything we create is something we’d like to watch, and that’s why we put all our love and passion into
it. Our main goal is to transform good ideas into powerful and outstanding content.

PORTFOLIO
Me, a Monster? (short film, 6’, 2019)
3 awards & + 70 film festival selections
Back In Fashion (short film, 8’, 2017)
3 awards & 19 film festival selections
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FIND US AT:
QUIRINO FORUM
MIFA ANNECY
WEIRD MARKET
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MOTION PICTURES ENTERTAINMENT
CONTACT
www.motionpic.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MYAGO SEASON 2

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Jorge Patiño Donaggio
Sales Manager / Executive Producer
jpatino@motionpic.com

52 + 104 (Season 1) x 5’30”
Preschool
In production
Pirannha bar 50%
CCMA (TV3) 8,7%

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, pre-sales

Tony Albert Fernández
CEO
tony@motionpic.com

Mya Go is a preschool animated show about a young girl whose
enthusiasm infects everyone around her. Set in the bustling
town of Everyday, Mya Go lives here with the Go family and
lives nearby her closest friends.

Calle Reina Victoria 8
08021, Barcelona. SPAIN
info@motionpic.com
+34 932 002 500

Motion Pictures is an award winning production company founded in 1976.
During the last years, MPE has produced 12 animated series and films, from prestigious Raindrop
(Finalist New York Film Festival, Young Public Award Grenoble Festival, Acqua Prize from Environment
Minister Spain), Glumpers (best animated series, Chupete award) to Pumpkin Reports (Finalist Pulcinella
Awards, SICAFF).

AGUS AND MONSTERS
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORTFOLIO
Myago S01, 2019
Sold in UK, Sweden, Finland, Middle East, Brazil, Mexico, etc.
Pumpkin reports, 2016
Sold in over 70 territories world-wide.
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52 x 11’
6 - 9 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
MIFA
MIP CANCUN

Agus Pianola lives with ten monsters who were kicked out of
a book by the evildoer Dr.Brot. He will experience all type of
adventures with them and with his friend Lidia, while facing the
evil and peculiar absurdities of the doctor.
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MR MIYAGI FILMS
CONTACT
www.zentropaspain.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

HANNA AND THE MONSTERS

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Angeles Hernandez Ibañez
Owner/Partner
angeles@mistermiyagi.es
+34 676 535 548

ANIMATION

75’
4-6 years
In Production

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

Monsterville is getting ready to celebrate its annual big party, Halloween. But Gargoyle and Cyclops have tried
to steal the 21 Prisoners: energy balls that allow Monsterville to remain invisible to humans. They have 24 hours
before the invisibility shield that protects them disappears.

David Matamoros
Owner/Partner
info@zentropaspain.com

Monsterville is a town inhabited by monsters that have grown tired of living among humans. But one day, Hanna
manages to get to their world, thus putting Monsterville at risk. After their initial fear, the monsters will have to fight
against a worse enemy: Gargoyle and Cyclops, two monsters who want to use Hanna to permanently close any
contact with the outside world... putting Hanna at risk of being trapped forever in Monsterville.

Calle Viladomat 165 - Puerta. 2 Bajos 4
08015, Barcelona. SPAIN.
info@zentropaspain.com
+34 935 329 990

In 2009, producers David Matamoros and Angeles Hernández, joined the Danish group Zentropa,
founded by Lars Von Trier, producing films and television series internationally. Thus was born Zentropa
Spain, the Spanish division based in Barcelona. After a decade collaborating together, in 2018
both producers transformed Zentropa Spain into Mr. Miyagi, with the same philosophy of producing
audiovisual content of high artistic quality for the global market.

FIND US AT:
CARTOON MOVIE
ANNECY
MIPCOM
MIPTV
KIDSCREEN

104
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MR. KLAUS STUDIO
CONTACT
www.mrklausstudio.com
Dune Blanco Lorenzo
Creative development
dune@mrklausstudio.com
+34 669 471 162

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

BENTO

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET

ANIMATION

52 x 11’
6 - 11 years

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

The fate of Humankind lies in the hands of five young animal
spirits disguised as humans. Could it be worse? Yes it could,
if we consider those youngsters are nearly teenagers, have
superpowers and have been sent to a brand new world they
don’t really know. Their mission: fix both the big and small
problems they find on their way and stop and capture the
ancient evil Otaka. On their quest they will also discover who
is this “guy in the shadows” that is making things even more
difficult, as if it wasn’t hard enough already!!!

SalBa Combé
Creative Director
salba@mrklausstudio.com
+34 630 972 049
Calle Ríos Rosas 49 - Piso 2º A
28003, Madrid. SPAIN
info@mrklausstudio.com
+34 630 972 049

Mr. Klaus is an Animation Studio created in 2015 and located in Madrid, Spain. We are dedicated to
create quality content for the Animation Industry, and we have worked with companies such as Disney
Channel, Cartoon Network, Nickelodeon, Anima Kitchent, Frank Burton, El Ranchito, BRB International…
We are a multidisciplinary team specialized in creating new ideas for Animated Series and Short Films.
Our specialization is the preproduction (Look & Feel, Art Development, Storyboard and Animatic).
Although we can manage the whole Production of small pieces from preproduction until sound and
postproduction.
Nowadays we create our own IPs and are looking for partners to coproduce these projects.

FIND US AT:
3D WIRE
PIXELATEL
MIFA
CARTOON
FORUM
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SPENDING DAYS WITH MR. CTHULHU
LENGTH
TARGET

52 x 11’
8 - 12 years

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

Spending days with Mr. Cthulhu is the story of a little girl that in
her quest for true friendship, attracts to our dimension an old
creature from deep space. Her world turns upside down when
she discovers amazing powers and gets involved in a hilarious
and crazy adventure.
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PANGUR ANIMATION
CONTACT
www.panguranimation.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

THE INNER LIFE

ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

Pablo Muñoz Naharro
Creative Director
hola@panguranimation.com

ANIMATION

3 x 52’
4 - 8 Years
Producing Pilot Episode

LOOKING FOR: Co-Production, distribuition and financing

The Inner Life is a crazy slapstick comedy about the day to day life of a bunch of microscopic creatures that live
inside a our body. They will have to learn to understand each other or collaborate in activities with fun results.

Leticia Montalva`
Producer
leticia@panguranimation.com
Calle Joaquín Marín 27 Bajo Izq.
46035, Valencia. SPAIN
hola@panguranimation.com
+34 960 486 151

Pangur Animation was founded by four long time career stop motion professionals from Valencia
(Spain) who were encouraged to start their own projects. Our first short film “Feardom” was
released that same year and was shown in more than 50 film festivals around the world. In about
two years Pangur Animation has become one of the most promising stop motion studios in Spain.
Right now, we are an independent studio that can assume concept development, script writing,
character, scenario and props design and crafting; animation, cinematography, digital compositing,
post-production and color grading. We work from concept to final product, bringing your ideas to life.
Commissioned work for brands such as Nestle, Warner or Hasbro, and our personal projects, back our
technique and creative mastery.
Currently, we are working on the pilot of the tv series “The Inner Life” from which we had received the
suport of Valencian Film Institute.

PORTFOLIO
Idle (2018)
Shortfilm 3’
Best Finds Bites (2017)
Commisioned Webseries 10x2’
Scooby-Doh and the Party Mayhem (2017)
Commisioned Webseries pilot 2’
Play Doh Town (2016)
Commisioned Webseries 3x2’
Feardom (2016)
Shortfilm 2’
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FIND US AT:
3D WIRE
MIFA
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PARAMOTION FILMS
CONTACT
www.paramotionfilms.com
Jose Luis Farias Gomez
Director
paramotionpro@gmail.com
+34 678 480 237

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

FOO, FORGOTTEN OBJECTS OFFICE

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

26 x 5’
4 - 6 years
In pre-production

LOOKING FOR: Investment, coproducers, broadcasters

The “FOO” is a forgotten objects office where those who have lost their memory come to find out what their main
purpose in life was. Thanks to a fun interrogation made by the voices of boys and girls, they will finally be able to
remember how to be useful again. These “humanized” objects have their little hearts, fears, illusions and some
memories that thanks to our little helpers they will be able to unite to discover their important history. And what
better way to remember it than with a fun song with which to end the chapter learning details and curiosities of
its passionate past.

Calle Batalla del salado, 3B 6º B
28045, Madrid. SPAIN
infoparamotion@gmail.com
+34 678 480 237

Spanish production company specialized in animation and VFX for cinema and advertising with more
than 17 years of experience. Among its animated short films we stand out ‘Zombie Time’ (candidate for
Goya Awards 2019 and selected at CominCon International San Diego 2019) and ‘A Story About Robots’
(Vimeo Staff Pick).
One of its last works has been the animated clips for the eight seasons of Lunnis de Leyenda for Clan TV
(Best Children Programme Iris Awards with the episode ‘Lunnis de Leyenda, Especial Los Lunnis en el
Museo del Prado’); and the animated nursery rhyme Skidamarink Song for Sesame Street Youtube (with
more than 2.5M views). Besides, it organizes Weird Market, Next Lab and the Ibero-American Animation
Quirino Awards.

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
CARTOON MOVIE
PREMIOS QUIRINO
MIFA ANNECY
PIXELATL
CARTOON FORUM
WEIRD MARKET
VENTANA SUR
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PEEKABOO ANIMATION
CONTACT
www.peekabooanimation.com
Iván Agenjo
Executive Producer
ivan@peekabooanimation.com
+34 618 142 089

ACTIVITIES

I ELVIS RIBOLDI

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
THIRD PARTY DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 11’ ’x 2 Seasons
7 - 11 years
Season 1: Available
Season 2: In development
WatchNext Media, Wuji House, Insomne
Animation Studio, CCMA
Canal+ France, Cartoon Network EMEA,
Cartoon Network Latam, Disney Benelux,
DeAgostini

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers for season 2, broadcasters, financial
companies, licensees

Quevedo, 9
08012, Barcelona. SPAIN
info@peekabooanimation.com
+34 935 116 493

PEEKABOO ANIMATION is an independent production and distribution company based in Barcelona
with extensive experience in animation. At PEEKABOO we create, draw, write, produce and finance
our own shows. We like to work with fresh, innovative ideas ranging from educational preschool to edgy
comedies for older kids. We provide work-for-hire services to other producers as well as children’s
publishers in Spain and abroad.
We also deal with commercial exploitation of content, TV rights and ancillary rights worldwide. Thus, we
offer consultancy and executive production services for those producers who need an extra hand to deal
with international markets and financing strategies.

Elvis Riboldi is a good boy with a huge heart who always means
well. He’s energetic, optimistic, passionate... he’s full of life! He
reflects the joy of being a child... but taken to the extreme. He’s
too energetic, too optimistic and too passionate, so things get
way out of control. Thus, every time Elvis tries to face a problem,
the problem tends to get... bigger.

MY LITTLE HEROES
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 7’
4 - 8 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies,
licensees

PORTFOLIO
Rocky Kwaterner (2020). 52 x 12’. Sold to France
Télévisions, RTVE, RTS and RTP.
Four and a half friends (2015). 26 x 24’. Sold in over
50 countries.
Takat The Dog (2010). Sold in over 30 countries

COPRODUCTION
PRESALES

Javier Galán
Creative Director
javier@peekabooanimation.com
+34 654 118 878
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ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIPTV
MIFA
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
CARTOON FORUM
CARTOON SPRINGBOARD
CMC
QUIRINO
PIXELATL

Olivia wants to be a hero but she lacks superpowers. His older
brother Bruno explains her there are real people who have
accomplished incredible things just with effort and will. In each
episode, Olivia and Bruno will meet a famous character in their
child version and will live an adventure together.
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PIKKUKALA
CONTACT
www.pikkukala.com
Pablo Jordi
Partner & Producer
pablo@pikkukala.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

ROYALS NEXT DOOR

TV PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
DISTRIBUTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52 x 11’
8 - 12 years
Production

LOOKING FOR: Sales and partnerships

Princess Stella and her family have to navigate all the ups and
downs of a totally new life in a small house in a common suburb.
With enthusiasm but slightly clueless, they set out to learn about
everyday things while still staying true to their royal heritage and
duties.

Itziar Etxarri Romo
Partner & Production Manager
itziar@pikkukala.com
Calle Mila i Fontanals 23 - Local 1
08012, Barcelona. SPAIN
pablo@pikkukala.com
+34 932 196 804

Created and directed by Veronica Lassenius, our series
explores the challenge of adapting to change without losing
your identity.

With studios in Helsinki and Barcelona. Pikkukala embraces its strong European identity and aims to
create original animated content and digital entertainment for the global audience.
Founded in Helsinki in 2012 by Veronica Lassenius (Saari, Fungi) and Pablo Jordi (Angry Birds Toons,
Fungi) Pikkukala focuses on the development and production of original animated series for kids and
families. In 2018 Pikkukala opened a new studio in Barcelona, led by Itziar Etxarri (Another Day of Life,
Lola & Virginia).
Pikkukala has just finished co-producing “Stinky Dog” with Folivari, Panique! and Dandelooo, and
developing new projects.
Royals Next Door” is Pikkukala’s next project, a TV animated series directed by Veronica Lassenius in
co-production with YLE, KetNet, RTÉ and Radiotelevisión Española that comprises an ambitious 360 plan.

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPCOM
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
CARTOON FORUM
CARTOON MOVIE
CARTOON DIGITAL
CINEKID
3DWIRE
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STINKY DOG
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 13’
5 - 8 years
Available

LOOKING FOR: Sales and partnerships

Stinky Dog and his friend Flatcat are a couple of misfits who live
in a trash can. Our ordered, narrow-minded society regards them
as nobodies, as down-and-outs, invisible.
Stinky dog feels no hatred towards those who reject him. He likes
living in his trash can, surrounded by his friends. It’s his natural
habitat and he aspires to nothing else. He wants to find love and
tries to go on vacation, like everyone else. But because he acts a
little too fast and isn’t the world’s greatest thinker, his quests are
always complicated and only accentuate his eccentricity.
On the surface, Stinky dog’s adventures are crazy and touching,
but deep down, like Diogenes, our hero is questioning society.
He’s searching for an “honest man” (or at least a dog). During his
wild and hairy pursuits, he sends hypocrites flying and knocks
thieves for six... even if it’s usually only through clumsiness.
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PLANETA JUNIOR
CONTACT
www.planeta-junior.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MILO

DISTRIBUTION
TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Paula Taborda Dos Guaranys
Original Content, Acquisition & Co-Productions Director
taborda@deaplaneta.com
+34 934 928 004

52 x 11’
Preschool
In production
FourthWall 85%
Planeta Junior 15%

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Diego Ibañez Belaústegui
International Commercial Director
dibanez@deaplaneta.com
+34 648 035 585

This is a show about an adventurous five year old cat called
Milo who loves to use role-play to explore the wide world of jobs
and vocations with his friends Lofty and Lark.

Avenida Diagonal 662 -664 3º C
08034, Barcelona. SPAIN.
info.planetajunior@deaplaneta.com
+34 934 928 000

Through role-play, the children can be Doctors for a day;
Mechanics, Chefs or Postal Workers. Every vocation is
celebrated and shown in a positive light, giving a positive
message to kids that they can be anything they want to be when
they grow up.

Planeta Junior is a Grupo Planeta and De Agostini company, a European leader in the creation
and commercialization of content and entertainment properties for children and young adults.
Established over 20 years ago, Planeta Junior is present in the major European markets
including Spain, Italy, France, Greece, Turkey and Eastern Europe, where it has offices in Poland
and Hungary. In every office, international teams specialize in content distribution, licenses
and merchandising, retail and experiences to develop entertainment and lifestyle brands.
Planeta Junior produces and represents entertainment content with leading international content creation
companies. Planeta Junior productions include hits like Gormiti, Power Players, Milo, Superpigs, That’s
Joey, Squish, Mutant Busters, Heidi and Maya the Bee, in addition to a powerful line-up of projects in
development.
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LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 22’
Kids
In production
Planeta Junior 51%
FourthWall 49%

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

PORTFOLIO
Gormiti
78 x 11’ 3D CGI Kids; 3rd seasons finished (2020)
Coproduction: Planeta Junior 33.30% / Giochi Preziosi 44.50% /
KOTOC 22.20 %
Distributed in more than 50 countries; More than 460K app
downloads; More than 40 lincensing partners Worldwide

SUPERPIGS

FIND US AT:
MIPCOM
MIPTV
CARTOON FORUM
BLE
MIPJUNIOR
TOY MARKETS
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
MIFA ANNECY

A fast-paced, entertaining and humorous series for 5-9 yearolds, it follows our crime-fighting superheroes as they battle
to outwit The Big Bad Wolf and defend Fairyland Metropolis.
Comedy, mystery, action and drama combine in a series that
values teamwork as the way to solve cases as our heroes use
their intuition and skills, alongside an array of modern gadgets
and vehicles to keep Fairyland safe.
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ROKYN ANIMATION
CONTACT
www.rokyn-animation.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LALI ACROSS THE MULTIVERSE

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Francesca Nicoll
Executive Producer
fnicoll@rokyn-animation.com
+34 697 686 446

85’, 3D Feature Film
Family
Financing Stage
The Mediapro Studio, Walking the Dog

LOOKING FOR: Sales agents, broadcasters

Lali is an imaginative and quirky girl who’s having a hard time
at school. Luckily she can count on Monster, her unconditional
best friend, her partner in every adventure...her enormous
imaginary friend. Tired of being a bully’s favourite target she
decides to ask her parents if they can move...dimension?

Manuel Sicilia
msicilia@rokyn-animation.com
+34 627 444 360
Calle Periodista Fernando Gomez de la Cruz S/N
18014, Granada SPAIN.
info@rokyn-animation.com
+34 910 052 541

Rokyn Animation is an animation production company and CGI Studio based in Granada. Although the
company is new, its management and creative team have over 20 years experience in the animation
business.
Our team has produced both features and series at companies such as Zinkia, Sony, Wild Bunch, Clay
Animation or Kandor Graphics. These productions have been distributed in over 160 territories, broadcast
worldwide and received over 100 international awards including an Oscar nomination, 2 Goyas and
awards at the main animation festivals. Some of these productions are Justin and the Knights of Valour,
Pocoyo and the Space Circus, The Lady and the Reaper, The Missing Lynx, Clay Kids, Extraordinary
Tales, The Dancer Upstairs. The company also carries services out for other companies and has recently
taken part in Tad Jones: The Hero Returns for Lightbox Entertainment.

MOONLIT FLAMENCO
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

80’, Feature Film
Family
Pre-Production
Seda Films, Sacromonte Films

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financiers

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIPTV
MIFA
CARTOON FORUM
MIPCOM
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1922. Composer Falla is losing sleep over what is happening to
Flamenco, pushed off stages by new, commercial music, and
looked down on as something marginal, this purest of art forms
is in serious danger of dying along with the artists that sing it.
Will the first Flamenco competition save it?
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RTVE
CONTACT
www.rtve.es
María Jesús Pérez Gómez
Head of International Channel Sales
mjesus.perez@rtve.es
+34 915 815 401

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

COOKING WITH CLAN

TV PRODUCTION
DISTRIBUTION
MERCHANDISING AGENT

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

39 x 22’
4 - 12 years
On air on Clan
RTVE, Liberorum, ZZJDistributors

‘Cooking with Clan’ is the first cooking show entirely run by and
for children. It’s not a cooking contest; it’s a cooking show with
children. Children who are eager to learn and have fun.

Avd Radio Televisión, 4
28223, Pozuelo de Alarcón. Madrid. SPAIN
comercial.canales@rtve.es
+34 913 464 000

RTVE Corporación Radiotelevisión Española is the largest public audiovisual group in Spain with its
seven channels, national and international (TVE, 24H, Star HD, and CLAN), its six radio stations and a
website (www.rtve.es), with thousands of hours of programming available to its users.
RTVE has an extensive portfolio of quality TV series, documentaries and children contents that expands
year after year.

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

CLAN, THE RTVE’S KIDS CHANNEL
Clan is the RTVE kids’ channel. It’s leader in Spain and it is
already available in America. It offers the best educational and
entertainment programs for all children in Spain and in America.
It’s a window to enjoy high-quality Spanish productions, all within
a safe and trustwor-thy educational environment for parents.
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BIG BAND CLAN

FIND US AT:
NATPE
EFM
FILMART
MIPTV
MALAGA
CANNES
TORONTO
SAN SEBASTIAN
MIPCOM
BUSAN
AFM
VENTANA SUR

13 x 22’
4 - 12 years
On air on Clan
El Terrat, RTVE

In all schools there is a classroom with a teacher available to
families for an hour before school starts: it’s called extra hour.
And this extra hour is synonymous with boredom. But in this
new school, that classroom is in Dr. Einstein’s laboratory
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SGO
CONTACT
www.sgo.es

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MISTIKA BOUTIQUE

OTHER

Full-finishing software-only solution for Windows and macOS.

ANIMATION

Recently released Mistika Boutique is a completely scalable, truly interactive and totally resolution independent
full-finishing software solution for Windows and macOS, offered in a single application. Mistika Boutique offers
an extensive spectrum of fully-integrated finishing tools, essential for creating first-class content, including color
grading, VFX, Stereo 3D and VR/360º.

Jose Luis Acha
Commercial Director
jlacha@sgo.es
+34 915 427 976
Eva Panjan
Marketing Manager
epanjan@sgo.es
+34 645 928 891

MISTIKA WORKFLOWS
Unlocks the automatization and optimization of media-processing pipelines.

Calle Eraso 23
28028, Madrid. SPAIN
info@sgo.es
+34 915 427 976

Mistika Workflows is SGO’s first dedicated media management, transcoding and delivery application, providing
faster, smarter and easier content management and deployment. Highly scalable, intuitive and affordable
software solution enables the creation of standard and user-defined media workflows without any knowledge
about programming due to its easy-to-use interface and smart features.

SGO is a high-end technology company with decades of experience in developing and integrating highend post-production solutions. Built on years of research, development and production experience,
Mistika Technology empowers users with new levels of creative power, performance, and efficiency
in HDR, UHD/4K, 8K, S3D and VR workflows. As part of its Multidimensional Workflow Concept, SGO
has started to slice features and toolsets of its globally-acclaimed Hero Suite Mistika Ultima to address
specific industry needs and develop advanced workflow applications, with Mistika VR being the first one.
The next ones that joined the line-up are Mistika Boutique and Mistika Workflows.
Mistika Ultima offers a broad spectrum of flexible and extremely powerful online features and toolsets,
essential for finishing, such as color grading, compositing, editing, VFX, S3D, HDR and many more.
Mistika Ultima’s unrivalled performance enables real-time interactivity in 4K/UHD resolution, and even 8K,
with the result of any creative decision seen instantly at the highest quality.
Apart from software solutions, SGO provides their clients with extensive engineering expertise and
knowledge. This combination creates personalized high-level workflow solutions, extracting all available
processing from hardware and optimizing storage to achieve incredible performance.

FIND US AT:
IBC
NAB
INTERBEE
BIRTV
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SKYDANCE ANIMATION MADRID
CONTACT
www.skydance.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LUCK

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS

Tripp Hudson
General Manager / Head of Studio
angela.romero@skydance.com
+34 914 230 885

ANIMATION

90’
All audiences
For release in February 2022

“Luck,” directed by Peggy Holmes, will open on Feb. 18, 2022,
as the first feature from Skydance Animation. The story centers
on the unluckiest girl alive who stumbles upon a world of good
and bad luck and must join with magical creatures to uncover a
force more powerful than luck itself.

Rozabella, 4 - Edificio Bruselas
28290 Las Rozas, Madrid. SPAIN
angela.romero@skydance.com
+34 606 219 836

Skydance Animation Madrid is the next great animation studio, led by a diverse team of talented
individuals who have worked in studios around the globe. It offers a dynamic, inclusive, and everevolving culture where innovative ideas are welcomed, and growth fostered. The partnership between
unique creativity and technological advancements are demonstrated within each pillar of the company.
Since its creation, the studio has made the Spanish capital a hub for talent around the world. Focused on
creating bold and original stories set in incredible worlds that can only be experienced in animation for
audiences around the world.
The slate of upcoming projects includes BLUSH, an animated short film, directed by Joe Mateo (Story
artist at Big Hero 6, Tangled, Bolt); and features LUCK, directed by Peggy Holmes (Hocus Pocus), codirected by Javier Abad; SPELLBOUND, directed by Vicky Jenson (Shrek) and co-directed by Jorge
Blanco; and POOKOO, written and directed by Nathan Greno (Tangled) and produced by Jennifer
Magee-Cook (The Princess and the Frog).

SPELLBOUND
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

80’
All audiences
For release in November 2022

“Spellbound” has been set for a Nov. 11, 2022, launch. The
story is set in a world of magic where a young girl must break
the spell that has split her kingdom in two. “Shrek” director,
Vicky Jenson, winner of the first-ever Academy Award for Best
Animated Feature, will re-team with “Shrek” producer David
Lipman.

FIND US AT:
FMX
MUNDOS DIGITALES
ANNECY
SIGGRAPH
THU
3D WIRE
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SUMMUS RENDER
CONTACT
www.simplecloud.io
Olivier Wolff
CEO
olivier.wolff@simplecloud.io
+34 917 311 585

INDEX

TECHNOLOGY

SIMPLECLOUD

ACTIVITIES
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX
OTHER

LOOKING FOR: Producers, Coproducers, Broadcasters, Animation Studios, VFX Studios, Animation Freelances,
Publishing, Post-production studios

SimpleCloud is a global, cloud-based Workspace-as-a service for users of highly demanding environments.
It allows studio and project leaders to create a fully integrated digital work environment quickly and teams
of distributed people can work and collaborate seamlessly, as if they were in the same office.
All they need is a small PC or tablet and an internet connection to access a fully integrated Remote
Workplace with powerful virtual desktops running the most demanding software, with low latency for the
most demanding tasks. It can power up IT infrastructures in a flexible way and enable remote work just
when needed. SimpleCloud works in pure cloud as well as hybrid environment and leverages IBM Cloud,
VMware, Nvidia and SimpleCloud proprietary technologies.

Fernando Viñuales Allué
COO / Co-founder
fernando.vinuales@simplecloud.io
+34 689 388 348
Calle Albasanz 14 - bis Piso 2 H
28037, Madrid. SPAIN
info@simplecloud.io
+34 917 311 585

It is used by small, medium and also large AAA organizations for demanding projects in Animation, VFX,
Post/Production, Advertising as well as for Education, allowing for real-time seamless collaboration of
distributed teams and includes full pipeline and high-performance service solutions when needed.

Summus Render owner of SimpleCloud founded in 2008, is a technology company specializing in IaaS,
PaaS, SaaS and rendering solutions.
Since its foundation, Summus has specialized in the field of animation, video games, VFX, architecture,
construction, engineering, manufacturing, and education.

SimpleCloud is really Easy, Instant, Flexible, Collaborative, Fast and Secure. SimpleCloud is the future of
creation, work and learning.
SimpleCloud is also featured in Gartner’s “Enabling Remote Access to PC Labs in Higher Education,” by
analysts Stuart Downes and Robert Yanckello (Date: 27 August 2020).
.

PORTFOLIO
Render farm and SimpleCloud Services for:
Blue & Malone shortfilm (2020)
“The Witness” or “Love, Death + Robots” (2019)
Series by Netflix
Game of Thrones- S5 (2017)
Tadeo Jones 2 (2017)
Animal Crackers (2017)
Final Fantasy XV (2016)
Ozzy (2016)
Goya Award Capture The Flag (2015)
Goya Award Underdogs (2014)
Tad The Explorer (2012)

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPCOM
SIGGRAPH
GDC
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TANDEM FILMS
CONTACT
www.tandemfilms.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TURU AND THE WACKIES

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Cristina Zumárraga Sirvent
Producer
cristina@tandemfilms.es
+34 629 171 761
Calle Costanilla de los Angeles 13 - bj iz
28013, Madrid. SPAIN
info@tandemfilms.es
+34 910 526 007

26 x 5’30’’
2 - 5 years
Preproduction
Spain: Tandem Films, Anima producciones A.I.E., Turanga Films, Castelao Pictures
Argentina: Pampa Films

LOOKING FOR: Distributors

Turu has set up a band with his charming friends: the elegant little pig Rhythm and the energetic sheep Beat.
Together, they will share the day-to-day life on the farm, musically discovering the world around them through
crazy adventures and hilarious misunderstandings, that will help them grow into an awesome band, The Wackies!
On the guitar, Rhythm! On the mixer table, Beat! On the microphone, Turu! Let’s start the show!

Based in Madrid, Tandem Films was founded by producers Pablo Bossi and Cristina Zumárraga, who
bring a combined experience of decades in the international co-production market and especially
upscale projects.
Tandem has released the feature films: You shall not sleep, directed by Gustavo Hernández, The Lunnis
and the great fairy tails adventure, directed by Juan Pablo Buscarini, Remarkable tale, directed by Marina
Seresesky, Turu the wacky hen, directed by Eduardo Gondell and Victor Monigote, and Rosa’s wedding,
directed by Iciar Bollain.
Currently It has in preproduction stage the animated tv serie Turu and the wackies and is developing the
feature film Lost & Found, directed by Jorge Dorado.
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TEIDEES AUDIOVISUALS
CONTACT
www.gatamisha.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MISHA, THE PURPLE CAT

TV PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Marta Alonso Lisbona
Executive producer
malonso@teidees.com
+34 656 928 732

130 x 7´
3 - 6 years
Production
Televisió de Catalunya, Digitoonz

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Misha and her group of friends constantly find themselves in the
midst of comical situations and unexpected adventures. But by
putting their heads together, they always manage to find their
way out of them.

Calle Laforja 118 - ppral.
08021. Barcelona. SPAIN.
teidees@teidees.com
+34 931 053 874

We are Teidees!
We always explain that Teidees means «I give you ideas.»
One day someone commented that we had a lot of ideas…and we decided to take them forward.
From our experience in the audiovisual sector (directing, scriptwriting and producing) and from the
passion we felt for creative work and the world of animation, we created a company which, for over 10
years now, has directed talented and hardworking teams.
Our teams not only boast artistic and technical talent, but do that with a human touch, plus we are also
constantly keeping our eyes out for young talent.
Our strong suit is the development of ideas and projects. We are teidistes: idea generators.

DOOPIE
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

26 x 7´
Kids
Finished
TVE, Submarine, Walking the dog, NTR,
Ketnet

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

FIND US AT:

Doopie lives in a toy store. Every day he meets other kids and
they share all sorts of adventures together.

IBC
NAB
INTERBEE
BIRTV
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THE THINKLAB
CONTACT
www.thethinklab.com

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

EVOLUTION

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGHT
TARGET

Adriana Malfatti Chen
CEO & Executive Producer
adriana@thethinklab.com
+34 916 641 141

ANIMATION

90’
Family

LOOKING FOR: Financing

When an alien substance mixes Zoe’s DNA with that of her pets,
it will create an incredible team of intelligent animals led by a
savage girl.

Zayra Muñoz Dominguez
Producer
zayra@thethinklab.com
+34 916 641 141
GP Barrio San Pedro 43, Planta Baja
31014, Pamplona/Iruña. Navarra. SPAIN
info@thethinklab.com
+34 698 972 134

The Thinklab is a film production and digital services Company based in Madrid that specializes in
creative film production and animation. Their most recent 3D animated feature film, “DEEP” was released
worldwide in 2017 and 2018 including a USA release by Lionsgate and a release in China on 13,000
screens. Following DEEP’s success, The Thinklab is currently working on a slate of high quality yet cost
effective 3D animated feature films. Current slate includes the films “Inspector Sun” and “Evolution”.

INSPECTOR SUN AND THE CURSE OF
THE BLACK WIDOW

PORFOLIO
Deep 3D
Animated Feature, 93’. Released worlwide in 2017
Palestine
Live Action Feature, 78’
Fluffs!
3D Animated TV Series, 12 x 2’
Dissection of a Storm
Short Film 35 mm, 18’ Drama
My beautiful Dacia
Feature Documentary, 74’
Chronicle of an addiction
TV Documentary. Supported by the Anti-drug. National Agency
SeñorxShort
Film Comedy 35 mm, 13’
Planeta Pokemon
TV series for the Disney Channel, 28x30’ (2S)
Radiophobia
Feature Documentary, 54’
132

FIND US AT:
FESTIVAL DE CANNES
BERLINALE

LENGTH
TARGET

90’
Family

LOOKING FOR: Sales

Set in the world of bugs where spiders are the cops, a detective
boards a seaplane to San Francisco after finally capturing his
arch nemesis, but a murder on his flight draws him into a plot
that threatens both the human and bug worlds.
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TOMAVISION
CONTACT
www.tomavision.net
Mercedes Marro Gros
Director
mercedes.marro@tomavision.net
+34 932 177 025 / +34 922 928 748

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

EMMY & GOOROO

ANIMATION SERVICES
TV PRODUCTION
OTHERS

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52x11’ - S1
104x7’ - S2
Preschool 3 – 5
Available. Screener and merchandising

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Emmy and her best friend GooRoo, a big, furry and huggable
creature, live in a wonderfully fantastical forest. The flowers,
creatures and animals are all very real but behave in a way we’d
only see in Emmy’s world. Flowers can talk and animals are
familiar yet unique. Every day brings a brand-new adventure
and exciting challenges for Emmy and GooRoo to seek out and
overcome in this rich and inviting world where there’s something
new to uncover under every rock, up every tree and in Emmy’s
own back garden

Pierre Nothman
Executive Producer
sales@tomavision.net
+34 932 177 025 / +34 922 928 748
José Antonio Zarate y Penichet, 5. Office 7
38001 Santa Cruz de Tenerife. SPAIN
hola@tomavision.net
+34 922 928 748

TOMAVISION has recently expanded its operation, opening one of the most successful Animation studios
in Tenerife (TOMAVISION STUDIO). With over 15 years of experience in the industry, TOMAVISION offers
co-production and services work under one of the most attractive 50% TAX REBATE schemes in the world.
We are passionate about what we do, says Mercedes Marro, director of TOMAVISION and creator of the
EMMY nominated TV series ASK LARA. We are at ease with wide variety of different formats of Animation
such as 2D cut out and tradigital as well as with traditional animation, and 3D.
Our company offers premium development and animation services (prepro, prod and post including
sound), at a fraction of the cost. This competitive advantage brings us closer to the client with a need to
produce quality animation while maintaining the budget in check.
TOMAVISION is managed by Mercedes Marro and Executive Producer Pierre Nothman. We welcome
projects from around the world with a strong appeal for the kids market (3 to 12) we are always interested
in stories that have something to say ... that are relevant and current, and above all, that entertain!

FIND US AT:

STAR BRIGHT
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

1×7’ Short Film
All audiences
Available

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Did you ever wake up and wish you could reach for the stars?
Emmy (5 years old) has always dreamed of flying through the
stars with his best friend GooRoo, the giant bear. A whimsical
starry night, GooRoo and Emmy make acquaintance with a
lovely tiny star that will help them learn about the nature of their
friendship and how our dreams are sometimes closer than we
thought.

MIFA
3D WIRE
KIDSCREEN
MIPCOM
CANNES
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TOURMALET FILMS
CONTACT
www.tourmaletfilms.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

LA PRIMA COSA

CINEMA PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Mayi Cobo
Producer
m.gcobo@tourmaletfilms.com
+34 626 681 227
Calle Anselmo j Benitez 6 - ptl d piso 3 dr
38004, Santa Cruz de Tenerife. SPAIN.
+34 626 681 227

18’
For all audiences
Finished
Tourmalet Films (Spain) and Midralgar
(France)

LOOKING FOR: Televisions and international distributors

A friendship between Kookoo Rikoo, the only Arab Christian
Israeli clown, and a war survivor, a Syrian girl.

TOURMALET FILMS is an independent production company based in Tenerife. With films selected in
festivals such as Biennale di Venezia, Cannes, San Sebastian, Montreal, Cartagena de Indias, Visions
du Reel, La Habana or Seminci, is clearly committed to international co-productions. Amongst their
productions, Last Days of Spring, The art of return, Goya’s Skull, Paradiso or Stokcholm.

EL ÚLTIMO MUFLÓN

PORTFOLIO
El Arte de Volver, 2020
La Última Primavera, 2020
New Directors Award San Sebastian Film Festival

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

7’
For all audiences
Development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, distributors, sales agents

Noé is one of the last mouflons still remaining alive on the
volcanic island of Tenerife.
He tries to survive the last campaign of extermination against
his congeners.
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TV ON PRODUCCIONES
CONTACT
www.tvonproducciones.com
Paloma Mora Iñesta
Producer/ CEO
palomamora@tvonproducciones.com
+34 699 310 308

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

SELECTION PROCESS

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION PRODUCTION

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

4’ Stopmotion Animation Short film
Over 7 years old
Completed in 2021

LOOKING FOR: Sales and broadcasters

A cat goes to a job interview where his aptitudes are assessed
by three mice. As the interview progresses, the situation starts
getting increasingly awkward for everyone involved.

Calle Marqués de Zenete 24, bajo derecha
46007, Valencia, SPAIN.
info@tvonproducciones.com
+34 961 361 630

TV ON Producciones is an audiovisual production company located in Valencia (Spain). It was founded
in 2000, with the producer Paloma Mora as the CEO and Producer, alongside a professional team with a
long trajectory in the audio-visual field.
For two decades we have produced content for both cinema and TV: feature films, animated and fiction
TV series, entertainment shows, animated and fiction short films – some of them which are coproduced
both in Spain and internationally, and which are being distributed worldwide
.
We develop and produce our own IP and we offer production services that can benefit from the tax rebate
in the audiovisual industry.

THE DIARY OF BITA AND CORA
LENGTH
FORMAT
TARGET
STATUS

26 x 5’ (season 1) + 26 x 5’ (season 2)
TV series Animation Stopmotion
3 - 7 years
Completed

LOOKING FOR: Sales and broadcasters

FIND US AT:
EFM
MARCHÉ DU FILM
MIFA
MIPCOM
KIDSCREEN
WEIRD MARKET
QUIRINO
SAN SEBASTIÁN
MÁLAGA
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Bita and Cora are two adventurous friends who travel in a
spaceships across the whole universe, exploring de new
planets, satellites and asteroids. Until they arrive to a new planet: Pruna. In Pruna Planet, they will meet the Elms,
a strange, curios and funny beings, with whom they will live extraordinary adventures.At the second season, a
new funny habitant arrives to Pruna Planet, Coccus.
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UKPIK PRODUCTIONS
CONTACT
www.ukpikpro.com

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES
TV PRODUCTION

Gabriel Serrano Goria
Propietario/Accionista
gabriel@ukpikpro.com
+34 963 215 296
Avd. de la Plata, 69-37
46006 Valencia. SPAIN.
info@ukpikpro.com
+34 963 215 296

KOSNICA
LENGHT
GENRE
TARGET
STATUS

13 x 22’
Animation 2D and digital animation
8 - 12 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Investment, financial companies, coproduction

In KOSNICA, a huge artificial world where humans coexist in
equal conditions with dozens of alien species, four children
establish a bond that goes far beyond their race: the bond of
friendship.
Together, they decide to run away during the summer vacations
and embark on an epic journey through the season to solve a
mysterious robbery.

UKPIK Productions is an emerging audiovisual entertainment company, based in Valencia, Spain. Their
main business objective is to introduce a stable and continuous stream of productions and television
content and sell it at international markets.
UKPIK Productions has established strategic alliances and coproduction agreements with international
audiovisual companies and cross-sector companies (e.g. toy manufacturers, educational companies) so
the company can access new markets. With their child-orientated brand, Milky Moustache Productions,
they spread moustache cheer and concentrate on creating a wide range of content for children, from
puppets to crazy animation. Kids will be perpetually entertained and brought up with positive social
values, while these global productions will surely grow in everyone’s heart, one whisker at a time.

Spaceship combat, parallel worlds, virtual reality, dreamlike
trips, hive minds and many, many t’chechkneeeyeek blumplings
await. But Johan is always at ease: together, he and his friends
can face anything.

DUCKY`S MOON
LENGTH
GENRE
TARGET
STATUS

4 seasons x 52 x 3,5´
Puppet, live action and digital animatión
Preschool, Toddlers
Shooting 2021 - Pilot completed

LOOKING FOR: : Coproduction, financing, funding, presales.

Ducky is a baby duckling who is learning all about his
surrounding world. As a baby, he needs help from an adult to
learn and understand what is happening to him every day. The
Narrator will have that role, being his loyal guide who will assist
him in the learning process and help him reflect and think.
In every episode, through different situations, our star of the
show will learn vocabulary; mathematical, scientific and musical
concepts; social and emotional skills.
Along the way, Ducky will make good friends such as Horsey,
a silly and noble foal, and Wisey, a smart Donkey who wears
glasses!
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UNIKO
CONTACT
www.uniko.com.es

ACTIVITIES

UNICORN WARS

CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

Iván Miñambres
Executive Producer
info@uniko.com.es
+34 946 021 906

Teddy bears and unicorns have been at war for as long as
anyone can remember. Private Bluet craves unicorn blood
because it confers eternal beauty. His brother, Tubby, is not cut
out for war. He lacks confidence and is an emotional eater. All
he wants is for his brother to love him.

Multiplatform production company specialized in animation. We work on production and post-production
projects focused on animation, advertising, television and internet. We develop innovative audiovisual
projects through the latest technologies and our experience. We undertake any project in a flexible way
that is cost effective for our customers, offering original solutions for any industry and the best quality in
all processes.

NORA Y LA DAMA DE ANBOTO
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORFOLIO
Homeless Home (2020) - Jury Award at Annecy Festival
Pre-selected for the Goya Awards
Soy una tumba (2018) - Nominated for the Goya Awards
La noche (2018) - Animated short film
Viaje a pies (2015) - Animated short film
Contact (2017) - Animated short film
Decorado (2016) - Goya Award (Best Animated Short Film)
Pre-selected for the Oscar Academy Awards
Unicorn Blood (2013) Nominated for the Goya Awards
Birdboy (2011) - Goya Award (Best Animated Short Film)
Pre-selected for the Oscar Academy Awards

78’
+16 years
Production
Unicorn Wars A.I.E., UniKo, Abano
Producións, Autour de Minuit, Schmuby
Productions

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, pre-sales

Calle Pintor Antonio Guezala 19 - Bajo 3 A
48015. Bilbao, Bizkaia, SPAIN.
info@uniko.com.es
+34 946 021 906
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ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
MIFA
VENTANA SUR
WEIRD MARKET
QUIRINO
MARCHÉ DU FILM

75’
Family
Development

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, TV, financial
companies, pre-sales

Ignoring her grandmother, a girl named Nora wanders into the
forest near the family farmhouse where, much to her regret,
she is spending the holidays. There she will meet strange
characters, whom she will need to return to the world of humans.
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USER T38
CONTACT
www.usert38.com
Bruno Muniesa
CEO
bruno@usert38.com

TECHNOLOGY/ ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

WAYBACK

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX
OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
PRESALES

Patricia Cano Rodríguez
Marketing & PR
patricia@usert38.com
+34 600 905 364

8’
Adult
In distribution
Madrid en Corto

In the edge of the galaxy, a space explorer picks up a plant in a mysterious planet, but his return journey
will put his determination to the test.

Avenida Pedro Diez 25 4º D
28019, Madrid. SPAIN
produccion@usert38.com
+34 914 597 848

USER T38 has 20 years of experience in post-production, design, concept art, animation, illustration and
CG. In 2018 they received the Best Visual Effects Goya for ‘Giant’ and have designed and post-produced
Richard Stanley’s ‘Color Out of Space’, released in 2020.
Recently, USER T38 has been working in the development of two animated pieces: ‘The Lightstream’ for
BBVA; as well as a spot for RTVE’s coverage of le Tour de France.
On the VFX side, they are working on the feature ‘La Pasajera’, while they are designing graphic
campaigns for several Spanish features and Amazon Prime Originals.

PORTFOLIO
Features and TV Series work:
http://bit.ly/IMDb-usert38
Movie Poster Designs:
http://bit.ly/IMPAwards_usert38

FIND US AT:
EUROPEAN FILM MARKET
MIPTV
FMX STUTTGART
MIFA ANNECY
VENTANA SUR
WEIRD MARKET
MARCHÉ DU FILMS
CONECTA FICTION
CARTOON CONNECTION CANADA
MIPCOM
CARTOON MOVIE
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VERJIM ANIMATION STUDIO
CONTACT
www.verjimanimation.com

INDEX

ANIMATION

COUNTING SHEEP

ACTIVITIES
TV PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

Rafael Vera Jiménez
Director
rafaelvera@verjimanimation.com
+34 620 738 344

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

52 x 5’
Pre-school
Pilot Production

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies, distributors, pre-sales

Counting sheep to sleep is a universally used method, but... Have you ever wondered what do they do
when nobody needs their help? Discover it with the help of the sheep Baah, Booh and Woof!

Avenida Santiago Guillen Moreno 2
Bloque 12 - piso 1º D
11520, Rota. Cádiz. SPAIN
info@verjimanimation.com
+34 856 003 660

Verjim Animation Studio is a 2D animation services and production company recognized as a “Success
Story” in the use of Toon Boom Harmony. We produce and provide animation services for Films, TV Series
and Commercials.

PORTFOLIO
Charlotte (2020) - Feature Film, Canada, Animation Services
Toyboy (2019) - TV Serie, Spain, Animation Services
Emmy & Gooroo (2019) - TV Serie, Spain/China, Animation
Services
Buñuel in the Labyrinth of the Turtles (2019) - Feature Film,
Spain/Netherlands, Animation Services
The Magic Clover (2019) - TV Pilot, Spain, Animation Production
Shopkick (2018) - TV Commercial, USA
Black is Beltza (2018) - Feature Film, Spain, Animation Services
Discover Andalucia (2018) - TV Campaign, Spain, Animation
Services
Now and Then (2018) - Shortfilm, Canada, Animation Services
Geronimo Stilton (2017) - TV Serie, Italy/France, Animation
Services
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FIND US AT:
ANNECY
VENTANA SUR
3D WIRE
MIP JUNIOR
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WE LOVE ANIMATION
CONTACT
www.weloveanimation.es

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

TREASURE TREKKERS

TV PRODUCTION

LENGTH
TARGET

52 x 11’
Family

LOOKING FOR: CoProducers, distributor

Dirk Hans Hampel
CEO
dh@b-waterstudios.com
+33 626 611 442

Every week, the ever-affable Professor Katmandu,
headquartered at the Mouseum, and his robotic assistant Ms.
B, deliver a mission to Trekkers: MO, MAC, and MIP.

Angélica García Beltrán
General Manager
ag@weloveanimation.es
+34 609 490 332

These tiny adventurers use their smarts to track down rare and endangered artifacts in legendary locales all
around the globe.
In each quest, these three friends tackle adventurous challenges and sort out their own foibles to work as a team.
They discover that it takes both courage and caring to truly succeed.

Plaza Sixto Machado 3, Local 65ª
38009, . Santa Cruz de Tenerife. SPAIN.
ag@weloveanimation.es
+34 822 018 414

We are a studio that is dedicated to the creation and development of IP, and co-production and service
from the Canary Islands. We do 2D and 3D animation. We are at the forefront of innovation with our
real time pipe-pline using Unity technology. We are always improving by innovation our workfl ows and
pipelines to fi nd the way toward great animation. We constantly looking for ways to bring the best
creative quality to the animation works with high effi ciency and competitive prices.

XTREME
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
MIPTV
ANNECY
CARTOON FORUM
MIPJUNIOR / MIPCOM
PREMIOS QUIRINO
FESTIVAL DE ANIMATION DE STUTTGART
BRAND LICENCING EUROPE
ASIA TV FORUM SINGAPORE
CARTOON BUSINESS GRAN CANARIA
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ANIMATION

52 x 11’
Family, 6 - 9 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: TV Station

In a giant city, three young extreme-sports kids have been
secretly recruited – without their parents knowing – to be the
generation of teen agents.
Their important mission: to defend their megalopolis from urban evildoers much bigger than themselves.
They’re three regular, likeable kids with only bikes and skate-boards and now they’re plucked from their regular
family lives to a new life, saving their city from big bad guys, with lots of machinery and vehicles, much bigger
than them. But because of their great skills and their deep frienship they can win, against all odds!
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WIDEFRAMESTUDIO
CONTACT
www.wideframestudio.com
Gerard Cornella Mirambell
Creative Director
gerard@wideframestudio.com
+34 616 144 089

ACTIVITIES

PUU & I, WAY UP HIGH

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

What would you do if you were a kid with a magical creature
fallen from the rainbow, a moody cloud and a genius pig as your
best friends? Travel across the seven Magical Color Kingdoms
of the Rainbow, face the most frightening foes ever (and the
funniest ones, too), have the wackiest adventures and defeat
darkness itself to find your way back to the hidden land from
where all light and magic come from, obviously. I mean, what
else would you do?

Calle Joan de Austria S/N
08930, Sant Adrià de Besòs, Barcelona, SPAIN.
info@wideframestudio.com
+34 616 144 089

WIDEFRAMESTUDIO is a Barcelona based independent animation studio. In WIDEFRAMESTUDIO
we feel passion for children’s entertainment and we believe it is a powerful tool to transmit values and
enhance the imagination of our children. We create, write and produce our own series and animation
pieces making a special effort on presenting original content with a clear international projection. In
addition to our own content we also offer animation services for audiovisual productions,TV series,
commercials, movies and games.

TEO’S IN DISGUISE
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

PORTFOLIO
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52 x 11’
6 - 8 years
In development
Studio RedFrog (FR)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, coproducers,
investors

Carla Cornella
Executive Director
pro@wideframestudio.com

SuperZings (2016)
Shorts - Spain/GB - Animation Direction
Monster High (2016)
Film- Spain/GB - Animation Service
Fungi (2012)
Series- Spain/Finland - Animation Service
Chico & Rita (2010)
Film, Spain/GB - 2D Animation Service
2010 Premios Goya: Best animation movie
2011 Oscar: Nomination for best animation movie
2011 European Cinema Awards: Best animation movie
2011 Annecy: FNAC award for Best Featured movie
2011 Premios Annie: Nomination Best movie
2011 Gaudí Awards: Best Animated Film
and original music
2011 José María Forqué Award: Best Documentary
or Animated Feature

ANIMATION

INDEX

FIND US AT:
CARTOON FORUM
KIDSCREEN
MIFA
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM

26 x 11’
4 - 6 years
In development

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, financial companies, coproducers,
investors

Teo is a 6 years-old kid that loves to be in disguise at all time.
Sometimes alone and others in company of real and imaginary
friends, (his best friend is his little Banjo), Teo will not give up
daydreaming and making up all sort of incredible stories and
real life fantasies while planning new strategies to impress his
friends and family dressed in the perfect disguise!
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WINDLANDERS STUDIO
CONTACT
www.windlanders-studio.com
Israel Hernández Cabrera
CEO
ceo@windlanders.com
+34 679 700 808

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

PROYECTO AMIGO

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
VISUAL FX
OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

ANIMATION

52 x 11’
6 - 10 year
In development

LOOKING FOR: Co-producers, broadcasters, distributors

A girl and her invisible friend travel around the world to help other children from other cultures with their
local problems, while teaching moral and social values. The transmedia franchise has an app where the
children interact with the series and their invisible friends through AR (Augmented Reality).

Calle Virgen de la Peña 49 D
35600, Puerto del Rosario. Las Palmas. SPAIN
contact@windlanders.com
+34 660 626 316

Windlanders Studio is a founding member of MP™ Animation Hub, where it manages the co-production,
co-development and service area of the group in the Canary Islands.
Our executive producers, directors, managers and supervisors have worked at Disney, Sony Animation
Studios, Cartoon Network or Hanna Barbera, with over 20 years experience each.
In this way, together with the tax rebate of up to 54% of the Canary Islands, considered the best in
the world, we offer the best experience and the best prices in the market, hosting your production or
company in our hub to optimize your profitability to the maximum.

FIND US AT:
MIFA (ANNECY)
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
KIDSCREEN
CARTOON FORUM
3D WIRE
QUIRINO
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WISE BLUE STUDIOS
CONTACT
www.wisebluestudios.com
Nathalie Martinez
Producer
nathalie@wisebluestudios.com
+34 962 027 197

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

MIBOTS UNIVERSE

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
NEW MEDIA / MOBILE
ANIMATION SERVICES
VISUAL FX
OTHER

LENGHT
TARGET
STATUS

Calle Sor Elena Bouzas 8 - Plt 4
46117, Bétera, Valencia. SPAIN
contact@wisebluestudios.com

30 x 3’
4 - 12 years
Preproduction

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

The MiBots float in their stelar spaceship next to the Earth’s
atmosphere. Every day, they register their last discoveries
around the globe and they send a video log to their planet,
somewhat of a thorough documentary about Human life,
assets, behaviours and habits. They try to understand and get familiar with the every-day objects they explore
on Earth, but let’s just say that they don’t get them exactly as they are… Is a record-player a treadmill machine to
workout and improve your running skills? Is popcorn an atomic bomb that gets activated through the laser beam
on the MiBots eyes? Is the Nespresso machine a shower for mischievous little robots? What could go wrong if
they try to dry up a MiBot inside a microwave? But not only that, sometimes the MiBots might report live from the
scene during a popular event or even visit other human TV shows… Possibilities are infinite! They are so eager
to understand the Humankind!

We develop and produce our own IPs and we offer services in animation, VFX and live action productions
that can benefit from remarkable industry tax rebates up to 30-50%, making our productions both
stunning and affordable. Based in Spain and the US, our team works globally to attain your vision. From
our production center in Valencia, our commitment to cohesion ensures fast and effective teamwork
across any ocean or timezone. Wherever you are, we are close to you! Let’s talk!

HERO DAD (SEASON 2)
LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

FIND US AT:
MIFA
MIPCOM
MIP JUNIOR
KIDSCREEN SUMMIT
AFM
CARTOON
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26 x 5’
3 - 6 years
Financing
Wildbrain (former DHX) for season 1

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, broadcasters, financial companies

Dad gets home from work every day to become Hero Dad!
He changes into his superhero costume -rain boots, kitchen
gloves, a tablecloth cape and a swimsuit over his pants- and
takes care of, plays with and teaches, his curious 3-year-old
daughter, Miao. The homemade, somewhat clumsy superhero’s
adventures always end with an educative rescue by his clever
daughter, while their two funny pets, Guau the dog and Tua the
cockatoo, clown around all the time!
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WKND
CONTACT
www.wknd.tv
Roger Torras Mayneris
Executive Director
roger@wknd.tv
+34 687 493 019

ANIMATION

INDEX

GUS, THE GUIDE DOG

ACTIVITIES
TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS

90’
All family
Financing

LOOKING FOR: Coproducers, financial companies

In order to make his dream come true, a happy-go-lucky street dog will have to become the perfect
guide dog.

Calle Sant Lluis 17 - piso 2
08012, Barcelona. SPAIN
roger@wknd.tv
+34 687 493 019

Founded in 2008, we develop and produce animated and live-action feature films for the international
market.Our track record includes feature live action “The Nice Unfaithful Husbands Club” (2018) - an
original story written and directed by Lluis Segura. We have also co-produced the animation tv-series
“Elvis & Benny“ created by the Belgium artist Jango Jim and TV3.

FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIPCOM
ANNECY
AFM
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ZINKIA
CONTACT
www.zinkia.com
www.pocoyo.com
Victor López
Managing Director
victor.lopez@zinkia.com
+34 915 240 365

ANIMATION

INDEX

ACTIVITIES

POCOYO

TV PRODUCTION
CINEMA PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
DISTRIBUTION
NEW MEDIA & MOBILE

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

208 x 7’ plus over 393´ additional content
Preschool
Produced
ITV (Series 1 and 2, 104 x 7´)

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters

Lorena Rocafort Garralda
TV, VOD & Apps Senior Sales Manager
lorena.rocafort@zinkia.com
+34 629 362 208

POCOYO is fun, didactic family content. It is about the adventures of a curious boy, Pocoyo and his
inseparable friends Elly, Pato, Loula and Sleepy Bird. As a leading edutainment brand targeted at
preschool children, POCOYO invites audiences to “learn through laughter”. The BAFTA awarded TV
series has been sold in over 150 territories worlwide and the brand has extended its reach through
licensing of consumer products for home entertainment, web, mobile and VOD.

Calle Infantas 27 - 1º
28004, Madrid. SPAIN
info@zinkia.com
+34 915 240 365

Zinkia Entertainment is not only an audiovisual brand creator,but also a creator specialised in all kinds of
audiovisual content for the family audience. Most importantly the company focuses on the development
of a 360º marketing strategy around all its brands. It is directly responsible for marketing all the content
created in diverse multiplatforms, with licensing activity, content distribution and online advertising being
its core business. Zinkia has notched up an impressive track record, producing a wealth of innovative
and creative projects, including the multi-award winning pre-school series Pocoyo and the international
success Shuriken School.
POCOYO, a successful animation series sold globally to leading broadcasters and digital platforms, has
won 38 international awards.

FIND US AT:
ANNECY
BRAND LICENSING EUROPE
KIDSCREEN
NAPTE
MIPJUNIOR
MIPCOM
MIPTV
THE LICENSING SHOW CARTOON
FORUM
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ZIP ZAP
CONTACT
www.zip-zap.es
Vicente Carrasco Montahud
CEO
vicente@zip-zap.es

ANIMATION

INDEX

TWIN WIZARDS

ACTIVITIES
TV PRODUCTION
ANIMATION SERVICES
OTHER

LENGTH
TARGET
STATUS
COPRODUCTION

52 x 3’
Preschool 0 - 4 years
Seeking Funding
Tete Animation

LOOKING FOR: Broadcasters, free and pay television, svod and digital platforms, kids networks, telcos, investors

Inmaculada Blázquez
Head of Production
inma@zip-zap.es

Twin Wizards is an animated musical content designed for the little ones in the house. Our protagonists
are the sisters Emi and Lola Twin, two magic student twins who still have not mastered their spells very
well and from time to time they mess it up. The songs that Emi and Lola sing along with their friends
belong to a repertoire made up of hit songs from Spanish pop from the 90s and 2000s and original songs
created exclusively for them.

Calle Saturnino Calleja 6 - Piso 4 A
28002, Madrid. SPAIN
contacto@zip-zap.es
+34 910 705 406

ZIP ZAP is a Madrid based company producing animated content for television and video on demand
providers. Music is our DNA, twenty years of music business background allows us to create specialized
and unique animation content. We produce our projects with Unreal Engine 4.

PORTFOLIO
Xus, Bit & Roc (2018)
For Ápunt Media
Sleepy Time Travellers (2018)
For Ápunt Media
Rooster House (2018)
For Clan, the RTVE kids’ channel
Titto Lizzardo (2019)
In partnership with Sony Music and Ánima Kitchent.
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FIND US AT:
KIDSCREEN
MIPTV
MIPCOM
MIPJUNIOR
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50%-45%
Deduction for investment
in Spanish productions
or co-productions

4%

Corporation Tax
Canary Islands
Special Zone

50%-45%
Direct deduction for
international productions

0%
Regional

VAT

www.canaryislandsfilm.com
Lanzarote · Fuerteventura · Gran Canaria · Tenerife · La Gomera · La Palma · El Hierro

